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Let G be a locally compact group. Random walks on G, some factorization 
problems in L’(G) and the significance for these of the amenability of G are studied. 
These topics are linked in this paper via ideals in L’(G) of the form 
[L’(G) * (6, - p)] -, where p is a probability measure on G. Cohen’s factorization 
theorem and some ideas from ergodic theory play an important part. cc; ,990 
Academic Press. Inc 
Let G be a locally compact group and let L’(G) denote the space of 
measurable functions on G which are integrable with respect to Haar 
measure, where, as usual, two such functions are identified if they are equal 
almost everywhere. The Banach space L’(G) becomes a Banach algebra 
when equipped with the convolution product. For each probability 
measure, p, on G, let J,, be the norm closure of {f-f* p 1 MEL’}. 
Then J, is a closed, left ideal in the group algebra L’(G). The ideals of the 
form J,, are the subject of this paper. These ideals are of interest because 
they provide a method for studying random walks on groups, the 
amenability of groups and certain factorization questions in group 
algebras. Conversely, techniques from these areas provide useful informa- 
tion about the ideals of the form J,. 
To each probability measure, p, there corresponds a random walk on G 
with transition probabilities given by ,u. Random walks on groups have 
been widely studied, for example see [ 1,9, 13, 181, and a large part of that 
study has concerned the harmonic functions corresponding to the random 
walk and their representation as functions on the boundary of the random 
walk. It is shown in Section 2 that the quotient space L’(G)/J, may be 
identified with the predual of the space of bounded harmonic functions and 
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a new construction of the boundary is given which represents L’(G)/J, as 
a space of functions on the boundary. The investigation of the ideals of 
form J, thus produces a new perspective on random walks on groups. 
From this perspective, we see in Section 5 that algebraic methods may be 
used to extend and give shorter proofs of some existing results about 
random walks. In order to develop this viewpoint, it is necessary to 
examine how conditions which are usually imposed on p, such as absolute 
continuity and non-degeneracy, translate into properties of J,. This is part 
of what is done in Sections 2 and 3. 
In order to see the connection with factorization questions, let p be a 
probability measure on a group G and define 11, = (l/n) C;= I pk for each 
positive integer n. Then 11(6,-p)- (6,-p) * (6,-~,)11 -+O as n + 00, 
where e is the identity element of G. Also, f* (6, - pL,) belongs to J, for 
each n and each f in L’(G). It follows that, if (u;.)j,tn is a bounded 
approximate identity for Z,‘(G), then (u;, * (L?f-pL,))(I,n)EnxN is a right 
bounded approximate identity for the left ideal J,. Thus, Cohen’s factoriza- 
tion theorem (see [2, Theorem ll.lO]) applies to show that every element 
of J, is a product of two others. In Proposition 3.8 and Corollary 3.10 a 
certain factorization problem is solved by applying Cohen’s factorization 
theorem in this way in conjunction with the ergodic theorem. This factor- 
ization problem was solved previously in [36], but the solution in 3.10 
gives more information, albeit at the expense of being longer and less 
elementary. The author’s interest in ideals of the form J, was first 
stimulated by the solution given in [36] and the connection with random 
walks was realized on reading [9]. 
The idea of the proof of Cohen’s factorization theorem is used in 
Theorem 1.2 to prove a result about f(G), the set of all left ideals in L’(G) 
which have the form J, for some probability measure p. Since f(G) is a 
set of subsets, it is partially ordered by inclusion and Theorem 1.2 shows 
that each element of d(G) is contained in a maximal one. This is a very 
interesting property for a set of ideals to have and may be the foundation 
for some sort of structure theory for group algebras. The theorem also 
asserts that, if G is amenable then LA(G) = (f E L’(G) 1 jG f = 0} is 
the unique maximal element in 2(G). This statement is equivalent to a 
conjecture of Furstenberg (see [ 111) which was proved previously 
by Rosenblatt [33] and Kaimanovich and Versik [ 181. However, 
Theorem 1.2 puts the result of Furstenberg, Rosenblatt, Kaimanovich, and 
Versik into a new context because, if there is a structure theory for group 
algebras as mentioned above, then their result indicates that the structure 
will be non-trivial only when the group is not amenable. Some questions 
concerning this possible structure theory are discussed in Section 6. There 
also appears to be a connection between Theorem 1.2 and the theory of 
random walks because, as seen in Section 4, some results from the 
5X0/92,1-14 
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literature on random walks may be used to produce examples of maximal 
elements in j(G) for some groups G. 
We now describe the contents of each of the sections. The existence of 
maximal elements in <a(G) is proved in Section 1. In Section 2 it is noted 
that L’(G)/J,, is the predual of the space of bounded p-harmonic functions 
on G, which establishes the connection with random walks. It is then 
shown that L’(G)/J,, is isometrically isomorphic to L’(f2, q), where (Q, ye) 
is a measurable G-space. This is equivalent to the representation of 
p-harmonic functions on G as bounded, measurable functions on the 
boundary of the random walk (see [ 10, IS]). The consequences of suppos- 
ing ,u to be absolutely continuous or non-degenerate are discussed in the 
remainder of Section 2 and in Section 3. The factorization result follows 
from the discussion of non-degeneracy. In Section 4 some results of 
Furstenberg, see [IO, 131, are used to produce examples of maximal 
elements in 2(G) for certain G. Also, a direct computation is carried out 
to produce another example, where G is a free group. Section 5 begins with 
an algebraic lemma on open subsemigroups of groups, which is used to 
extend and give shorter proofs of some existing results on random walks. 
The last section collects together and discusses ome of the problems which 
arise in the course of the paper. 
The following notation and definitions will be adhered to. As already 
mentioned, G will be a locally compact group and L’(G) will denote the 
space of functions integrable with respect to Haar measure. When a par- 
ticular group under consideration happens to be discrete we will write l’(G) 
instead of L’(G), as in this case Haar measure is just the counting measure. 
If U is a measurable subset of G and .f is a measurable function on U, then 
J1; f and jLI f(x) dx will denote integration with respect to Haar measure. 
If G is discrete we will write C It (, instead. Closed subgroups of G will be 
considered in Section 5. If K is a closed subgroup of G, then it is itself a 
locally compact group with its own Haar measure which will be denoted 
by mK or sometimes just by m if no confusion can arise. 
The space of all bounded measures on G will be denoted by M(G). It 
is a Banach algebra when equipped with the convolution product (see [ 17, 
Theorem 19.61). The subspace of M(G) consisting of all those measures 
which are absolutely continuous with respect to Haar measure may be 
identified with L’(G), which is what we shall do. Indeed, this identification 
was made above in the expression f * (6, - pu,) where f belonged to L’(G) 
and 6, -p, to M(G). The convolution product is thus defined on L’(G) 
and L’(G) is an ideal in M(G) under this identification. If p belongs to 
M(G), then pL” will denote the nth convolution power of p, 
p” = p * p * . . . * ,u. A probability measure, p, on G is said to be spread out 
if there is an integer, n, such that 11” is not singular with respect to Haar 
measure. Absolutely continuous probability measures are spread out and 
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results about random walks determined by absolutely continuous probabil- 
ity measures can usually be extended to those determined by spread-out 
probability measures. In Proposition 2.6 we show that, from the algebraic 
point of view adopted in this paper, the concept of a spread-out probability 
measure is redundant. 
We shall require some concepts from the theory of Banach algebras, and 
for these we refer to [2]. In particular, Banach modules are defined in 
Definition 9.12 and bounded approximate identities in Definition 11.1. An 
action of G on a set, s2, is defined by a map G x Q + Sz; (x, ) H x . w, which 
satisfies 
and 
x.(y.w)=(xy).w (x, YEG; WEQ) 
e.w=w (w E s2). 
The set s2 is then called a G-space. If (52, /I) is a measurable space (where 
/I is a a-algebra of subsets of 52) and n is a G-space, then (a, /I) is a 
measurable G-space if the map (x, w) H x. w is measurable. All G-spaces in 
this paper will be measurable and we shall neglect o mention the o-algebra 
8. If v is a measure on the measurable G-space B and x is in G, then the 
translute of v by x will be denoted v, and is defined by v,(E) = v(x-’ . E) 
for each measurable set E contained in Sz. Let 52 be a measurable G-space 
and q be a quasi-invariant measure on 52. Then L’(sZ, q) is a Banach left 
L’(G)-module under the action of L’(G) defined by 
(f.5)(w)=~~f(x)P(x,w)5(x-‘.W)dn (fe L’(G), 5 E L’(Q, rl)), 
where P(x, w) = (dy,/dq)(w) is the Radon-Nikodym derivative. Some 
concepts from the theory of Banach lattices will be required in Section 2. 
For these we refer to Sections la and lb of [22]. 
In completing this work I have benefited greatly from discussions with 
Mike Rains, Keith Taylor, Joe Rosenblatt, and Bill Moran. The work in 
this paper was supported by an Izaak Walton Killam Postoctoral 
Fellowship at Dalhousie University and a Queen Elizabeth II Postdoctoral 
Fellowship at the University of Adelaide. 
1. PROBABILITY MEASURES AND IDEALS 
For each probability measure p on G define 
J,=CL’(G)*(~,-~L)~-={~-~*~II~EL’(G))~, 
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where 6, denotes the point mass at the group identity e. Then J,, is a 
closed, left ideal in L’(G) which has a right bounded approximate identity. 
It is clear that for each probability measure ,u, 
Now the convolution product of two probability measures is again a 
probability measure and so the set of all probability measures on G forms 
a semigroup with this product. Denote this semigroup by 9. Clearly, the 
subsets Yd and Pa’,, consisting respectively of discrete and absolutely 
continuous probability measures, are subsemigroups of 9’. These three 
semigroups are norm closed and convex subsets of M(G) and will be used 
in applications of the following 
1.1. LEMMA. Let B be a norm closed, convex semigroup of probability 
measures on G. Let X be a separable, closed subspace of L’(G) such that: 
(i) J,SXfor every CLEF; and 
(ii) for each E>O andf,, f2, .,., fneX there is CLEF such that 
d(fi, J,)=,,i$ Ilfi-fll <G for i = 1, 2 ,..., n. 
Then there is p E 9 such that X = J, 
Proof: Note first of all that, if p E 9, then 
X*pucX-X* (6,-~)EX+J,,EX. 
Hence, if ph, p2, -., P,) is a non-commutative polynomial in 
,4,p2,...,pn~9, thenX*p(~,,~*,...,~,)~X. 
Since X is separable, there is a sequence (x,)c= i s X which spans a dense 
subspace of X and such that lim, _ o. llxnll = 0. We construct a sequence 
(~~)p= i in B such that for each j k 1, 
IIY .-Y %3 .-lll<(L)j n5.l 2 (n = 1, 2, 3, . ..). (A) 
where Y,,~=x~ and Y,,~= x, * (6,-C’,=, ($)kpk)-‘, j>O. It is immediate 
from the definition of the y,,/s that 
lim lIYn,jll = 0 for each j 3 0, (B) n--roe 
and it follows from the remark at the beginning of the proof and the fact 
that A’ is closed that 
Yn, i E x for j, n = 1, 2, 3, . . . . (C) 
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Suppose that A, p2, . . . . II, have been chosen to satisfy A for 
j= 1, 2, . ..) m. If none have yet been chosen take m =O. By B we may 
choose N > 0 such that 11 yn, mlJ < (i)“‘+ ’ for every II > N, and then, by C 
and (ii), we may choose p’ E 9 such that d(y,, m, .I,,,) < ($)m+ ’ for every 
n 6 N. Define 
up=; c (p’)j, p=l,2,3 ,.... 
I 1 
Then clp E 9 for each p and lim, _ o. I( f * clpl/ = 0 for every f~ J,,. Hence 
there is an integer q such that (I y,, * c(,\( < (5)“” for each n. Put 
i4?7+1= 
Now @&A;=‘,’ (4)” pk] ‘-[S,-CT,, (4)” pk]-‘= [Se-CT,, (4,” ~/cl-’ 
* [(g+’ pm+11 * CJ,-CFZ,’ (iI” pJ1. Hence, 
IIY n, m + 1 - Yn, m II 
= II Y”, m * Pm + 1 II because 1~[6~-~~: (~)*~~]-‘~~ =2m+1, 
1 m+l 
< - 0 2 by the choice of p,,, + 1. 
Thus A+ 1 satisfies A and we have a recursive construction of (pLt)F= 1. 
Put y, = limj, oc y, j, n = 1, 2, 3, . . . . where the limit exists by A, and put 
p = C,“= I (k)” pk. Then p belongs to B because pk does for each k and B 
is convex and closed. For each n, 
Hence (x,)2= 1 G J, and so XG J,, because (x,)T= 1 spans a dense subspace 
of X. Finally, since p E .9, Jp G X by (i) and so J, = X as required. 1 
The proof of the above lemma is based on the proof of Cohen’s factoriza- 
tion theorem, see [4; or 2, Theorem 11.101. Let 
%={J,Iw~), 
A= (J, I PEE}. 
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and 
Then 2, &,, and #d are sets of closed left ideals in L’(G) which we will 
regard as being partially ordered by inclusion. In the following theorem, 
“maximal” will refer to an ideal in 9, fU,, or $j which is maximal in that 
particular partially ordered set. It will not be maximal in the set of all 
closed left ideals in L’(G) unless it happens to be LA(G), which contains 
every ideal in f. 
1.2. THEOREM. Let G be a separable locally compact group. Then: 
(a) every ideal in 4, fu;, or yd is contained in a maximal one; and 
(b) yu (or f ) has a unique maximal ideal if and only if G is amenable, 
in which case the maximal ideal is L;(G). 
Proof: (a) We will give the proof for 2 only. The proofs for fa and 
fd are exactly the same. 
Let J,,E~ and let V= {JO,.}AEn be an increasing chain of ideals in f 
which contain J,,,. We will show that %? has an upper bound in 2. 
For this, let X=(Uic,, JJ and Y= {PE% 1 JP~X}. Then X is 
separable because L’(G) is, and it is easily checked that 9’ is a norm 
closed, convex semigroup. That 9 and X satisfy condition (i) of the lemma 
is immediate from the definition of 9 and that they satisfy condition (ii) 
follows because X is the closure of an increasing union of ideals J,, where 
,D E 9. Hence, by the lemma, there is a measure p in 9 such that X = J,l. 
Therefore X is an upper bound for the chain %? and so, by Zorn’s lemma, 
there is an ideal, maximal in f, which contains J,,. 
(b) Suppose that $U (or f) has a unique maximal ideal, J, say. Let 
f belong to LA(G). Then, since L’(G) has a bounded approximate identity 
(see [ 17]), we may apply Cohen’s factorization theorem to conclude that 
there are u in L’(G) and f' in LA(G) such that f =u * f'. 
Now let f, and f2 be the real and imaginary parts of f ‘, so that f, and 
fi are real valued and f' = f, + ifi. Then 0 = fG f' = IG fi + i jG f2 and it 
follows that JG fi = 0 =Jc f2. Next let f+ and ,f; be the positive and 
negative parts of fi, c, = jG f,?, and p,? = f,?/ci, i = 1, 2. Then the functions 
p,* are probability measures on G and 
By (a), each of (ciu) * (6,-p;)), (-c,u) * (6,-p:), (ic,u) * (6,,-pi ), 
and ( - ic,u) * (6, - ,u: ) belongs to the unique maximal ideal J,, and so .f 
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is in J,. Hence lim, _ m I/f * ((l/n) C;=, $)\I = 0. Since f is an arbitrary 
element in LA(G), it follows that p is ergodic by convolutions in the sense 
of [33]. It now follows by Proposition 1.9 in [33] that G is amenable. 
Also, since f is an arbitrary element in LA(G), J,, = LA(G) as required. 
Suppose now that G is amenable and choose E > 0 and f,, fi, . . . . f, in 
L;(G). Then, by [31, Chap, 3, Section 6.41, the linear span of all functions 
of the form f* (6,-6,Y), MEL’, XEG, is dense in LA(G) and, by [31, 
Chap 8, Section 6.41, G has the property Pi. Hence, by the definition of 
property P, [31, Chap 8, Section 3), there is a positive function ~1 on G 
such that (IpL(I =JG p = 1 and ilfi * pL(I <E, i= 1,2, . . . . n. In other words, 
there is p in fU with d( fi, J,) < E for i = 1,2, . . . . N. Hence the conditions of 
Lemma 1.1 are satisfied if we take 8 = yQ and X= LA(G) and so there is 
a p in $a with LA(G) = J,. Thus LA(G) is the unique maximal ideal in 
Ai. I 
The “if’ direction of part (b) above was already known. It was conjec- 
tured by Furstenberg [ 111 and proved by Rosenblatt [33, Theorem 1.101, 
and also by Kaimanovich and Versik [ 181. They showed that, if G is 
a-compact and amenable, there is an absolutely continuous probability 
measure ~1 on G such that LA(G) = J,. Such measures are termed 
“ergodic” in [33]. The above argument shows this only in the case when 
G is separable. However, the case when G is o-compact may be deduced 
from the separable case by appealing to a theorem of Kakutani and 
Kodaira [20] which asserts that if G is o-compact then it has a compact 
normal subgroup K such that G/K is separable (see [14, Chap. 2, 
Theorem 8.71 for essentially this result). 
It is further shown in [33] that if G is separable and amenable as a 
discrete group, then there is a discrete probability measure p on G such 
that LA(G) = J, [33, Corollary 1.141. In this case it is clear that the 
separability of G is necessary and cannot be weakened to a-compactness. 
However, the following result shows that the requirement that G be 
amenable as a discrete group is stronger than necessary and that it suffices 
to suppose that G is amenable. By [33, Proposition 1.91, this weaker 
hypothesis is necessary. 
1.3. PROPOSITION. Let G be a separable, amenable, locally compact 
group. Then there is a discrete probability measure p on G such that 
L;(G)= JP. 
Proof. Choose fi in L,!,(G) and E > 0. Then, by the argument used in 
[31, Chap. 8, Section 6.41, there is a discrete probability measure p, on G 
such that II f, * p, II < E. Similarly, if f2 belongs to LA(G), then so does 
f2 * pl and so there is a discrete probability measure p2 on G such that 
II fi * pl * ~~11 < E. Then p, * ,u2 is a discrete probability measure on G and 
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IIf; * (p, * ,u~)II cc, i= 1, 2. It is clear now that this argument may be 
continued to show that, if ,I’, , ,f2, .. . . ,f;, are chosen from LA(G), then there 
is a discrete probability measure p on G such that I/f, * ~1) < E, i = 1, 2, . . . . n. 
Thus the hypotheses of Lemma 1.1 are satisfied if we put X = L:(G) and 
9 = 9d (the set of all discrete probability measures on G). Therefore there 
is a discrete probability measure p such that LA(G) = J,. 1 
Proposition 1.3 shows that the “if’ direction of part (b) of Theorem 1.2 
holds, not only for J and J,, but for J,, as well. However, it is not clear 
whether the “only if’ direction holds for J,, i.e., whether J, having only 
one maximal element implies that G is amenable. The argument used in 
1.2(b) would show this if it was true that, for every absolutely continuous 
probability measure, p, on G there is a discrete probability measure, $, 
such that J,, contains J,. It was an attempt to decide this question which 
formed part of the original motivation for this paper as, if it was always 
possible to find such discrete probability measures, then problem C in [40] 
could be partially solved. However, an example is given in [27] of an 
absolutely continuous probability measure, p on X(2, R) for which there 
is no discrete p’ with J, c J,,,.’ (See note added in proof.) 
Remarks. There are several ways in which the hypotheses of Lemma 1.1 
may be relaxed. 
(1) Since we have supposed that 9 is a semigroup of probability 
measures, condition (ii) of the lemma may be replaced by the following 
weaker condition 
(ii)’ for each E > 0 and f E X there is a p E 8 such that d( f, Jp) < E. 
This may be shown by the argument used in the proof of Proposition 1.3. 
(2) On the other hand, if condition (ii) is retained then it is not 
necessary to suppose that 9 is a semigroup. It suffices for the proof of 
Lemma 1.1 to suppose only that if ~1 belongs to 9, then so does 1-1” for each 
positive integer M. Versions of 1.2 and 1.3 can then be proved for symmetric 
probability measures because, although the product of two symmetric 
probability measures need not be symmetric, all powers of a symmetric 
measure are symmetric. Hence it can be shown that if G is amenable, then 
there are a symmetric, absolutely continuous probability measure pi , and 
a symmetric, discrete probability measure pz, on G such that LA(G) = 
[Li(G) * (6, -,u,)] ~ = [L’(G) * (6, -pLz)] -. The ergodic measures 
constructed in [33] are symmetric. 
(3) Finally, the only way in which the group structure of G is 
required in 1.1 is to define the convolution of two measures. In fact the 
lemma will hold if X is a separable, closed subspace of a Banach space Y 
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and F is an operator norm closed, convex set of contraction operators on 
Y which is closed under taking powers. 
There are some situations where this may be of interest. For example, 
analogues of 1.1 and 1.2(a) hold if 9 is a suitable set of Markov processes 
acting on an L’-space (see [7, VIII. 43). In particular, if S is a discrete 
semigroup, then any left ideal in Ii(S) of the form {f-f* h 1 f~ l’(S)}, 
where p is a probability measure on S, is contained in a maximal ideal of 
the same type. Furthermore, if S is left amenable, then there is a probabil- 
ity measure p on S such that I;(S) = {f-f * p 1 f~ I’(S)}, where Z;(S) = 
{f~l’(W I CxGsf(x)=O). For th e characterization of left amenability 
necessary to prove this, see [S, Theorem 5.1; or 28, Theorem 2.21. 
2. THE BOUNDARY CORRESPONDING TO p 
Let p be a probability measure on G. In this section we will study the 
quotient space L’(G)/J,, we will show that there is a measure space (Q, ye) 
such that LL(G)/.Ip is isometrically isomorphic to L’(Q, v]). 
This isomorphism is related to the Poisson representation formula for 
p-harmonic functions due to Furstenberg [ 10, Chap. V], and so we shall 
begin with a description of this formula. For this, consider the dual space 
(L’(G)/J,)‘. It is isometrically isomorphic to J:, the subspace of L’(G)’ 
consisting of functional which annihilate J,. If L’(G)’ is identified with 
L”(G) in the usual way, i.e., for f in L’(G) and 4 in L”(G) define 
(47 f> = c, 4(x) f(x) dx, 
then it is easily seen that 0 belongs to J: if and only if 
d(x) = s, d(w) 40) (a.e. x E G). (2.1) 
A measurable function on G satisfying (2.1) is said to be @armonic (see 
[ 10, Definition 5.1; or 1, Definition I.1 I). Denote the space of all 
p-harmonic functions in L”(G) by H, . Then (L’(G)/J,)’ is isometrically 
isomorphic to H,. 
Now let H, be the space of all left uniformly continuous p-harmonic 
functions on G. Then it may be shown that, for each di and 42 in H, and 
each x in G, 
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exists and the function d, .d2 so defined belongs to H,.. It may be shown 
(see [IO, V.l]) that H,. becomes a commutative C*-algebra when 
equipped with the product (di, &) w 4, d2 and the involution d++ 4 
(complex conjugation of functions). The spectrum of this C*-algebra is 
called the Poisson space corresponding to p and is denoted by IT. Since H,. 
is isomorphic to C(n) the linear functional on H,. defined by 4~ b(e) 
(4 E H,.) determines a probability measure, v, on n which is called the 
Poisson kernel. The pair (Z7, v) is known as the Poisson boundary corre- 
sponding to p. 
An action of G on ZZ may be defined which makes it a G-space, that is, 
there is a continuous map 
GxIi+H: (x,p)t+x.p 
satisfying 
and 
e.p=p (x,YEG;PEW. 
If p is absolutely continuous with respect o Haar measure, then there is a 
measured E defined on Z7 which is quasi-invariant for this action and such 
that v is absolutely continuous with respect o E. The Poisson representation 
formula describes an isomorphism from L”(fl, E) to H, . The function d in 
L”(17, F) is mapped to the function 4 in H, defined by the formula 
b(x) = s,, C&P) dvx(p) (x E G), 
where v, is the probability measure on Bore1 sets of 17 defined by v,~(E) = 
v(x- ‘E). Details of this construction are given in Section V.l of [lo]. 
The construction is also described in [ 1, Sections I.1 and IS] under the 
more general condition that p is spread out, that is, that there is an integer, 
n, such that p” is not singular with respect o Haar measure. 
In fact, most of the construction of the Poisson boundary goes through 
for a general probability measure p. It is only necessary to restrict to the 
case when p is spread out in order to construct the quasi-invariant measure 
E and to show that v is absolutely continuous with respect to E (see [ 1, 
Section 1.51). In this section we will see that the condition that p be spread 
out may be replaced by the weaker one that J, should be a modular ideal 
(see Propositions 2.4 and 2.5). From the more algebraic point of view 
adopted in this paper, the notion of spread-out probability measures is 
redundant (see Proposition 2.6). 
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There are several other constructions of boundaries corresponding to a 
probability measure, p, on G. Sketches and a discussion of some of these 
constructions are given in Section 0.3 of [IS]. The other boundaries, with 
the exception of the Martin boundary, are essentially equivalent to the 
Poisson boundary. The point of view of many of these constructions is that 
the boundary is a feature of the random walk on G with transition 
probabilities given by p. 
In Theorem 2.1 below we show that there is a measurable G-space (0, r) 
such that L’(G)/J, is isometrically isomorphic to L’(s1, q). Taking 
adjoints, it follows that there is an isomorphism between L”(Q, q) and 
(L’(G)/J,)’ and hence also between L”(s2, q), H,, and L”(ZZ, E). It will 
be shown that, in fact, the isomorphism from L’(G)/J, to L’(s2, q) is the 
pre-adjoint of the Poisson representation and thus that (Q, q) is Bore1 
isomorphic to (Z7, E). However, the construction given in Theorem 2.1 is 
algebraic rather than probabilistic and random walks are not mentioned. 
We will need the notions of “Banach lattice” and “abstract L’-space.” See 
Sections la and lb of [22] for the definitions of these which will be 
referred to in the proof. Note though that the definition of an abstract 
L’-space to be used is not the one given in Definition l.b.1 of [22] but the 
one mentioned in Remark 1 of Section 1.b. Note also that no restriction is 
placed on p at this stage. 
2.1. THEOREM. Let p be a probability measure on the locally compact 
group G. Then there is a measurable G-space (0, n) and an isometric 
isomorphism 
T: L’(G)/J,, + L’(Q, n). 
Since J, is a left ideal, L’(G)/J, is a Banach left L’(G)-module, as is 
L’(Q, n) because (Sz, n) is a measurable G-space. Then T is an isomorphism 
between these left L’(G)-modules. 
Proof: Let R = ( f + J, E L’( G)/J, I f is real valued}. Then R is a 
closed, real subspace of L’(G)/J,. We will show first thatR is an abstract 
L’-space. For this, denote by L’(G)+ the set of all non-negative functions 
in L’(G) and R+ = {f + J,E L’(G)/J, 1 f E L’(G)+}-. The following 
lemma will be useful. 
2.2. LEMMA. Let p = f + J, belong to R+. Then 
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ProqfI Suppose first that ,f’ is in L’(G) +. Then 
.I f’= II fll 13 ll.f‘+ JJ. 6’
On the other hand, there is a sequence (j,),:= , in J, such that Iif‘+ J,,lI = 
1% + x, II .f t i,J I I and so 
s i‘ f= c; (.f+~J> because J, c LA(G) G 
d Ilf +j,ll, -% II./“+ J,,II 
Hence 
I Gf = lIf+J,ll. 
Now let f + J, be any element in R+. Then there is a sequence (f,),“=, 
in L’(G)+ such that II f - fn + J,ll r, 0. Since J, sLA(G), it follows that 
JG f, -+” j f: Therefore, 
Ilf+ J,LII = lim 1l.L + J,AI n-cc 
= lim f, s n-30 (; 
Now define a partial order ,< on R by letting f + J,, < g+ J, if 
(g-f)+J,ER+, so that R + is the positive cone of (R, <). Consideration 
of the examples worked out in [9, lo] shows that L’(G)+/J, need not be 
closed in R and so the closure operation in the definition of R+ is 
necessary. 
We must check that 6 is a partial order on R. It is clear that 6 is 
reflexive, and it is transitive because R+ is closed under addition. To show 
that it is antisymmetric, let f + J, d g + J, and g + J, 6 f + J,, where 
f+J,, and g+J, belong to R. Then g-f+J, and f-g+J, belong to 
R + and so, by the lemma, 
s (g-f)30 and 5 (f -g)BO. G G 
Hence JG (f-g) =0 and so, by the lemma, ll(f +J,,)-(g+J,)ll =O. 
Therefore f + J, = g + JAl and so d is antisymmetric. 
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Next we show that (R, <) is a Banach lattice, and for this we refer to 
Definition l.a.1 in [22]. It is clear that conditions (i) and (ii) of that detini- 
tion are satisfied. To verify condition (iii), let fi + J, and f2 + J, belong to 
R. Then it must be shown that there is a least upper bound for this pair. 
Put 
(p = 1, 2, 3, . ..) 
and define 
ff”‘=fi* (* fi Rp) (i= 1, 2; n = 1, 2, 3, . ..). 
p=l 
Then fi”’ + J, =fi + J, and so fyJ v fp) + J, is an upper bound for 
f, + J, and f2 + J, for each n, where f’;’ v fr’ is the least upper bound for 
f’;’ and fr) in L’(G). We will see that (fp’ v jr’ + J,)r= , converges to 
the least upper bound for fi + J, and fi + J, in R. 
Note first that, since f ‘I”’ v f $“’ is an upper bound for f 1”’ and f I”’ and 
since ~1, + I is a positive measure, (f ‘;’ v f $“‘) * tx, + , is an upper bound for 
f?* En+1 and fy’* a,+l. Hence (fr’v f$“‘)*u,+,> fy+“v fy”‘). 
Since (j~‘~f~))*ct,,+,+J~=f(l”‘vf:“‘+J~, it follows that 
(f $“’ v f y) + J,,),“= , is a decreasing sequence in R. Hence, for each IV, 
& iif v f:“‘- fjn+‘) ,, fy+l’+ J,,, 
= j, .r, (fl”‘v f:n’- fy+” v f:““‘), 
by Lemma 2.2 and because (f I”’ v f p’ + J,) is decreasing, 
= 
s 
(f’l” v f:“- f\N+” v f:N+“) G 
< s G (f’,“vf:“-f,), 
because f ‘1” + ’ ) v f $“’ ” + J, 2 f, + Jp. Therefore, (f r’ v f r’ + J,,),“_ 1 is 
a Cauchy sequence and so it converges. 
Define (f,+J,) v (&+JJ=lim.,,(f’;‘vf:“‘+J,). Then (fi+J,) v 
( fi + J,) is an upper bound for f, + J, and fi + J, because R+ is closed, 
and it remains to show that it is the least upper bound. For this, let q + J, 
be an upper bound for f, + J,, and fi + J,. Then, for each E > 0, there are 
non-negative functions rl and r2 in L’(G) such that 
llq-f;-ri+JfilI -cc (i= 1, 2). 
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Now choose II > I/r: such that 
~+,,*(*,fi, .J,<c (i=1,2). 
Then, defining q”” and rj”’ as above, 
/IgO’) -,fj’,) - rpy , <I: (i= 1, 2) 
where Y!“’ is non-negative for i= 1, 2. It follows that 
lIq’“‘-fj,l’ v j-y- Yj”’ A ry)l/ 1 < 2&, 
where rf” A r $“’ is non-negative. Hence we have for each E > 0, an integer 
n> l/s and a non-negative function r’ in L’(G) such that 
llq-f~‘vf~‘--rE+JpI1 <2tz Since jy’ v fy’ + J,, converges to 
(f,+J,)v(f,+J,), it follows that q+J,~(f,+J,)v(f,+J,) and so 
(f, + J,) v (f2 + J,) is the least upper bound for ,f, f J, and fi + J, as 
required. 
Finally, to verify that (R, <) satisfies (iv) note that for each fin L’(G), 
II f + J,,II = lim II f’“‘ll 1 n-rl 
Hence, if f is real-valued, 
II .f+ J,ll = lim II S’“‘ll I n + cc 
= lim I/J”“’ v (-f““‘)lj ,, 
n - -K 
because L’(G) is a Banach lattice, 
= lim 11 f’“’ v (-f‘)‘“’ + J,,il, 
,1 - z 
because f’“’ v ( -,f’“‘) is positive and -f’n’ = ( -f’)‘“‘, 
= IItS+ Jp) v C-f+ J,)llt 
= II IS+ J,I II, 
by the definition of I .I in [22, l.a.11. Therefore, if /f + J,I 3 lg + J,I, then 
Ilf+ J,ll = II If+ Jpl II 
2 II lg+ J,tl II 
= Ilg+ JAI, 
and so condition (iv) is satisfied. 
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We have thus shown that (R, <) is a Banach lattice. To show that it is 
an abstract L’-space, let f, + J, and fz + J, belong to R +. Then 
by Lemma 2.2, 
= Ilfi +.J,lI + IIf*+JplI, by Lemma 2.2. 
Therefore, (R, <) is an abstract L’-space. 
Now a theorem of Kakutani (see [19,22]) asserts that there is a 
measure space (Sz, q) such that there is an isometric and order 
isomorphism T from (R, 6) to Lk(sZ, ye) the space of real valued, integrable 
functions, on ($2, q). It is easily seen that T extends to be an isometric 
isomorphism from L’(G)/J, to L’(l2, q). 
As is remarked at the end of Section 3.5 in [ 131, the measure-theoretic 
object, which in our case is the abstract L’-space (L’(G)/J,, <), is uniquely 
determined, but it does not have a uniquely determined concrete represen- 
tation as a space of functions. In the present context, the most natural 
representation is probably the one given in [22]. However, the space Q 
constructed for that representation is a topological space which is generally 
not separable. If G is separable, it may be desirable for the representing 
space also to be separable. One way to achieve this is to construct 52 as in 
[22] and then identify points to obtain a smaller space, which is what is 
done in Theorem 3.1 in [ 133. Another way is to apply Theorem 3.3 in 
[301. 
The essential part of this proof is thus the part already completed, where 
we defined the order structure on L’(G)/J, and showed that it is an 
abstract L’-space. The remainder of the proof is devoted to an outline of 
the proof of Kakutani’s theorem, as it is given in [22], so as to show that 
Q is a G-space and that q is quasi-invariant. Like the proof of Theorem 3.1 
in [ 131 it is “tedious and technical.” 
The proof that R is isomorphic to a concrete L’-space begins by defining 
a Boolean algebra of projections on R. For each positive element s in R 
define a projection P,v on R+ by 
P,(t)= v (ns A t) (PER+) (2.2) 
n=l 
and then extend P, to the rest of R by defining 
Ps(~)=P,(~+)-P,(~-) (ucR), 
where u=u+ --up and u,, up belong to R+. 
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That VzL, (ns A t) exists follows from the fact that (R, <) is an abstract 
L’-space. It is shown in [22, Theorem l.a.131 that { P,s},,.+O is a a-complete 
Boolean algebra of projections on R (see [22, Definition l.a.121). 
Now by the representation theorem of Stone (see [7, 1.2.11) this Boolean 
algebra may be identified with the Boolean algebra of all open and closed 
subsets of totally disconnected Hausdorff space. Let R be this space. 
In order to choose an appropriate measure q on Sz it is first necessary to 
reduce to the case when R has weak order unit, where an element Y in R+ 
is said to be a weak order unit if v A t # 0 for every non-zero t in R (see 
[22, paragraph before Proposition l.a.91). For simplicity we will suppose 
that G is separable, in which case R will have a weak order unit [22, 
Proposition l.a.91. Choose a particular weak order unit v for R with 
llvll = 1. Now let z be an open and closed subset of !Z which is identified 
with a projection P, and define v](z) = IlP,(u)il. Then q may be extended to 
be a a-additive measure on the a-algebra Z generated by the closed and 
open subsets of fi. 
Next, to define the isomorphism T, let t be in R+ and the projection P, 
be identified with the open and closed set z. Define T(P,(v)) = I,, where 11 i 
is the characteristic function of z. Then it is shown in [22] that T extends 
in a unique way to be an isometric order isomorphism from R to Lk(f2, v). 
An immediate consequence of the definition of T is that 
T(P,(u)) = Q i T(u) (uER, tER+), (2.3) 
where “II, T(u)” denotes the pointwise product of II, (which belongs to 
L”(J2, u])) and T(u) (which belongs to L’(.Q, 4)). To see this, note that 
P,P,=P,,, (see [22, Theorem l.a.131) and Q,Q,=Q,,,, so that (2.3) 
holds if u = P,y(u) for some s in R + and by linearity and continuity of T, 
(2.3) must hold for all u in R. 
The action of G on KJ may now be defined. For each x in G, define a map 
0, from { p, >> 3 o to itself by 0 V: P, H Pax I S. It may be checked that 0, is 
well defined and that it is an automorphism of the Boolean o-algebra 
{P,},ao. For example, if r and s belong to R+, then 6,* (r A s)= 
(6, * r) A (6, * S) and so 
@,(P,P.,) = @.r(P, A .I (see [22, Theorem l.a.131) 
= P& * (r A s) 
= 48, *r, h (6, * (.I 
= P& * J,, * s 
= @.Y(P,) @.x-(P.5). 
It may also be checked that the map x I--+ 0, is a homomorphism from G 
into the automorphism group of the Boolean algebra (P,},\20. If 0 is an 
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open and closed subset of Sz which is identified with P,, then O,(a) will 
denote the open and closed subset of 52 which is identified with Pax*.,. 
Now let o be a point in Q. Then, since Q is totally disconnected, there 
is a family {c~.}~.~~ of open and closed subsets of Q such that w = n,,,, (TV. 
For each x in G define x.m=r)ien O,(oJ. Then it may be checked that 
x . w is a well-defined point in Q and that the map (x, w) H x . o makes Q 
a measurable G-space. 
Next we show that q is quasi-invariant for this G-action. For each x in 
G define q-x by 
r,(7)=r(x -‘.7) (7 E 2). 
Then, if g is an open and closed subset of Q which is identified with the 
projection P,v, 
vx(o) = ?W’ .o) 
= IIPs,-I * ,(o)ll 
= IIS,-1 * P3(6, * u)ll, 
as follows from the definition of P,y, see (2.2), 
vlx(g) = IIPs(~, * u)ll 
since T is an isometry and PS(6, * u) is positive, and so 
ylx(o) = j Q,(o) T(6, * u)(u) h(o), by (2.3) R 
= 
I T(dx * u)(o) 4(w). 0 
It follows that qX is absolutely continuous with respect to v and that 
(dy,/&)(o) = T(6, * u)(o). Let P be the function on G x 52 defined by 
P(x, Q) = (d~X/d~)(o). Then P satisfies the cocycle identities 
P(xy,o)=P(y,x-‘~W)P(X,O) 
P(e, co) = 1 (x, y E G, a.e. w E Q). 
Finally, to show that T is a module isomorphism, note that for each x 
in G and each projection P,s, 
580’92 I-15 
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T(d,- * p,(u))((o)= W,~,,@Y * u))(o) 
= Q ., .,((O) T(d, * u)(w), if P, is identified with CT, 
= u ,(x ’ a,) P(x, (0) 
= T(P,(u))(x ’ .o) P(x, 0). 
It follows by the linearity and continuity of T that for u in R 
T(6, * u)(o) = T(u)(x ’ co) P(x, w) (x E G, a.e. w E Q). (2.4) 
Hence, if f is in L’(G) and u is in R, then 
T(f*u)(o)=T j”J”(x)~,*~dx)(~) 
( 
= I f(x) T(6, * u)(o) dx (a.e. 0 E 52) G 
= Gfw( s x, co) T(u)(x- ’ .o) dx 
= (.f. T(u))(o), by definition. 
Therefore T( f * U) = f. T(u) and so Tis an L’ (G)-module homomorphism. fl 
Now L”(R, n) is a commutative C*-algebra and has the corresponding 
Banach lattice and algebraic structures. Hence the isometric isomorphism 
T*: L”(f2, 9) + (L’(G)/J,,)’ 
induces the same structures on (L’(G)/J,)‘, and it is the lattice structure 
which is used to define T. Similarly, the Poisson representation which we 
shall denote by an isometric isomorphism, 
Q: L”(Z7, F) + (L’(G)/J,)‘, 
makes (L’(G)/J,)’ into a commutative C*-algebra and it is the algebraic 
structure on (L’(G)/J,) which is used to define Q. We thus have two ways 
to make (L’(G)/J,)’ into a commutative C*-algebra and it is not obvious 
from the constructions of T and Q that there is any relationship between 
them. To see that they are in fact the same, consider the composite 
Q-’ 0 T*: L”(f2, q) + L”(l7, E). 
It is an isometric isomorphism. Furthermore, if cp = T(f+ .I,) is in 
L’(Q, rl), then JQ cp 4=jGf ( as follows from Lemma 2.2) and so 
T*(Q,) = 21,. In the last equation L’(Q, n)’ has been identified with 
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L”(s2, q) and L’(G)’ with L”(G), II, and Ii, denote the constant functions 
with value 1 on 52 and G, respectively, and it should be noted that II, 
belongs to J:. From the definition of the product in Xc it follows 
immediately that 1 G is the unit in Xc and so Q(ll,) = 21 G. Therefore 
(Q-ll,T*)(Q,)=Qn and so, by [ 1, Proposition I.1 and Corollary], 
Q- ’ 0 T* is a C*-algebra isomorphism. 
As topological spaces, Sz and 17 are both compact G-spaces. However, 
although L”(s2, q) and L”(R, E) are isomorphic as C*-algebras and 
L’(G)-modules, Sz and 17 need not be homeomorphic. For example, if G is 
a connected Lie group and p is absolutely continuous with respect o Haar 
measure, then n is connected [ 10, Theorem 5.41, but 52 is always a totally 
disconnected topological space. The following proposition shows that there 
is nonetheless a relationship between the Poisson space, l7, and the space 
Sz constructed in Theorem 2.1, and, in so doing, partly justifies the claim 
made earlier in this section that the isomorphism T: L’(G)/J, + L’(Q, q) 
may be regarded as the pre-adjoint of the Poisson representation. 
Some standard definitions will be needed for the statement of this 
proposition. A function h: X + Y, where X and Y are G-spaces, is said to 
beequivariuntif,h(g.x)=g.h(x)(gEG;xEX).Ifh:(X,d)~(Y,~)isa 
measurable function, where d and .!3 are g-algebras of subsets of X and Y 
respectively and 3, is a measure on (1, &‘), then h,(A) will denote the direct 
image ~$1 under h; that is, [h,(A)](B)= d(hk’(B)) (Beg). 
2.3. PROPOSITION. Let G, p, (Q, q) and (Z7, E) be as above (and recall 
that, in order to define E, p is assumed to be spread out). Then there is a 
continuous equivariant surjection h: Q -+ II such that h,(q) is equivalent o E. 
If G is a discrete group, then h is a homeomorphism. 
Proof It follows from the construction of (Sz, r]) that L”(Q, Y,-) = C(Q) 
or, more precisely, that for each bounded measurable function on 4 there 
is a continuous function equal to it almost everywhere. To see this, note 
that each characteristic function of a measurable set in Sz is equal almost 
everywhere to the characteristic function of an open and closed subset of 
Sz, and thus is equal to a continuous function almost everywhere. Since the 
set of linear combinations of characteristic functions is dense in L”(Q, ‘1) 
the assertion holds for all bounded, measurable functions on a. 
By the definition of J7, C(n) is a subalgebra of L”(ZZ, E). Hence the 
homomorphism S= (T*)-’ 0 Q maps C(n) injectively to a subalgebra of 
C(sZ). The function h may now be defined by 
(Sv)(w) = cp(h(o)) (0 E Q cp E C(W). 
It is easily verified that h is a continuous, equivariant surjection. To show 
that h,(q) is equivalent to E note that, by virtue of the isomorphism 
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S: LX (Z7, E) -+ L “(Q, ye) which maps characteristic functions to charac- 
teristic functions, a Bore1 subset of ZZ, E say, will have E(E) > 0 if and only 
if q(h-l(E)) > 0. 
Finally, suppose that G is a discrete group. Then, using the notation 
established at the beginning of this section, ~$7~ is equal to % and so 
Lm(lI, E) = C(ZZ). Therefore S is an isomorphism from C(Z7) onto C(L?) 
and it follows that h is a homeomorphism. 1 
In order to fully justify the claim that the isomorphism T: L’(G)/J, -+ 
L’(Q, q) may be regarded as the pre-adjoint of the Poisson representation, 
it remains to find a measure on Q which corresponds to the Poisson kernel 
v on Z7. This measure must be p-stationary, absolutely continuous with 
respect to q and yield the Poisson representation formula for p-harmonic 
functions on G as in [lo]. 
It is necessary for there to be some restriction placed on p for such a 
measure to exist, because p is required to be absolutely continuous with 
respect to Haar measure in [ 10, l] so that it can be shown that v is 
absolutely continuous with respect o E. However, in this paper more inter- 
est is centred on the ideal J, than on any particular measure ,n which gives 
rise to it. Hence it will be more natural to place this restriction on JP rather 
than directly on p. The restriction is that J, should be a modular left ideal. 
This means that there is an element u in L’(G) such that 
f-f*uEJ, (f~ L’(G)). 
The function u is called a right modular unit for J, (see [2, 1.9, Defini- 
tion 1 ] ). 
Now if u is a right modular unit for J,, then T(u + JP) will belong to 
L’(L), n) and so may be regarded as a measure on Q which is absolutely 
continuous with respect to r]. Denote this measure by v,. The next two 
propositions show that vIL is the analogue of the Poisson kernel which we 
are looking for. 
2.4. PROPOSITION. Let J, be a modular ideal with modular unit u. Then 
(i) u + J, is a cyclic vector for L’(G)/J,,; 
(ii) if (eJj.EA is a left-bounded approximate identity ,for L’(G), then 
lim,(ej,+J,)=~+J,; 
(iii) u + J, is positive in L’(G)/J, and I(u + J,/i = 1; and 
(iv) ,u,(u+J,)-p*u+JJ,=u+JP. 
Hence, if v, = T(u + J,), then v, is a p-stationary probability measure 
on Q. 
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Proof: (i) Let f belong to L’(G) then, 
f+J,=f* u+J,, because u is a right modular unit, 
=f.(ufJJ. 
Hence u + J, is a cyclic vector. 
(ii) u + J, = lim,(e, * u + J,), since (el)lpA is a left bounded approx- 
imate identity for L’(G), and so 
u+ J,=lim (e,+ J,) because u is a modular unit. 
(iii) choose a bounded approximate identity (cz~)>.~,, for L’(G) with 
e, positive and IleA[l = 1 for each A. Then eA + J, will be positive and 
llei + J,ll = 1 and so u + J, is positive and IIu + J,ll = 1 by (ii). 
(iv) p * u + J, = lim,(e, * p * u + J,), because p * u belongs to L’(G) 
and (ej.)AEn is an approximate identity, and so 
p*u+J,=lim(ei*p+J,), because u is a right modular unit, 
= lim (el + J,), by definition of J,, 
=u+JU, by (ii). 
Part (i) of the next proposition is similar to Proposition I.6 of [ 11, and, 
in fact, Proposition I.6 of [l] will follow from Propositions 2.5 and 2.6 
below. Part (ii) is the Poisson representation formula for p-harmonic func- 
tions. In the statement of this formula (L’(G)/J,)’ is, as usual, identified 
with YCY. 
2.5. PROPOSITION. (i) If J, is a modular ideal, then every function in 
XZ is continuous. 
(ii) (The Poisson representation formula). If J, is modular, then the 
isomorphism 
T*: L”(sZ, q) + (L’(G)/J,)’ = XI 
is given by the formula 
(T*cp)(x) = !:, cpb .w) dvn(m) (cp E L”(Q, r), x E G). 
Hence h,(v*) = v, and so v is absolutely continuous with respect o E. 
(iii) If v is absolutely continuous with respect o E, then J, is modular. 
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Proqf: (i) Let F be a p-harmonic function on G and u be a modular 
unit for JA1. Then F= u * F, and so is continuous. 
(ii) Let cp belong to L”(sZ, q). Then, for each ,f‘ in L’(G), 
J (T*cp)(x)f(x) d = (T*v)(f+J,,) G 
= 
s 50(m) W-t J,,)(o) h(o) 
=i s do) f(x) T(6.x * u + J,)(o) dx du(o), n G 
because f + J,, = f * u + J,. Hence 
5 (T*cp)(x) f(x) dx G 
by (2.4) and Fubini’s theorem. Therefore, 
(T*cp)(x) = j cp(w) T(u+ J,,W’ .w) 0x3 0) 4(o) R 
= j q(o) T(u+ J,)(x-’ a) dq(x-’ .w) 
R 
= 
s 
q(o) dv,(x - ’ ‘0): 
n 
by definition of vg, and so 
(~*rp)tx)=J~ cp(x.w)dv,(o), as required. 
In particular, 
J do) dv,(o) = (T*cp)(e) R 
= I II ((Q-’ 0 T*)v)(n) 471) 
by definition of v, where Q is the usual Poisson representation. It follows 
that h,(v,) = v. 
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(iii) If v is absolutely continuous with respect to E then, by an 
abuse of notation, v may be regarded as belonging to L’(Z7, E). Then v 0 h 
belongs to L’(B, q) and so there is an element u in L’(G) such that 
T(u+J,)=v 0 h. 
Now let cp be a ,u-harmonic function on G and f be in L’(G). Then cp * f 
is a left uniformly continuous p-harmonic function on G, where the 
convolution product is the adjoint of the product in L’(G), and 
by construction of U. By the definition of v, 
Hence (cp, f* u-f) = 0. Since this holds for every cp in I&, it follows 
that f-f * u belongs to .I, for each f in L’(G). Therefore, u is a modular 
unit for J,. 1 
We conclude this section with a comparison between, on the one hand, 
the conditions that p should be absolutely continuous (as is required in 
[lo]) or spread out (as is required in [l]) and, on the other hand, the 
condition that J, should be modular. First, if p is absolutely continuous, 
then, when regarded as belonging to L’(G), it is a modular unit for J, and 
so J,l is modular. The next proposition shows that if p is spread out, 
then, once again, J, is modular. In fact, it shows that in the context of 
the present paper, spread-out probability measures provide no greater 
generality than do absolutely continuous probability measures. 
2.6. PROPOSITION. Let p be a spread-out probability measure. Then there 
is an absolutely continuous probability measure p’ such that J, = J,.. 
First Proof: Denote by ( ), and ( ), respectively the absolutely 
continuous and singular parts of the measure inside the brackets. Then, 
since p is spread out, there is a positive C < 1 and an integer K such that 
II(( l/k) Cr=, #)J < C for every k > K. 
Now put IX,, = nE= 1 ((l/k) C$= I $). Then, since the convolution 
product of two measures, at least one of which is absolutely continuous, is 
again absolutely continuous, we have 
d c II(%).~ll~ for every n 2 K. 
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Hence I/ (a,,), (I G 0. Define 
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Then B is absolutely continuous and positive because for each n, 
where (a,), * ((l/(n + 1)) x7=+: p’) is absolutely continuous and so is less 
than or equal to (CI n+ ,)o. It is clear that for each n, 
+J,, 
and so P+JI1=lim,_,[(cr,,),+J,]. 
For each f in L’(G), 
f-f*P+J,,=JiJ; (f-f* k?L+JJ 
= lim (f- f * a,,+J,,), n-a; 
because (u,),~ G 0. Since f - f * CI, belongs to J,, for each n, it follows 
that Jb~ J,, where /I is an absolutely continuous probability measure. 
Proposition 2.7 below now shows that there is an absolutely continuous cc’ 
such that J,, = J,,. 
Second Proof: Let n be such that (pm), is not zero and put y = 
iIs, - WM -’ * WL where [S, - ($),I -’ = C,“=, [(,u”),]~, which con- 
verges because il(p”),II < 1. Then y is an absolutely continuous probability 
measure. 
Now 6, - Y = [Se - W.J p1 * [Se - W)s - WLI = rs, - WI1 ’ * 
[8,-p’]. Hence JY’ J, and so Proposition 2.7 yields the existence of the 
required p’. 1 
2.7. PROPOSITION. Let p be a probability measure on G and /3 be an 
absolutely continuous probability measure on G such that JD s J,. Then there 
is an absolutely continuous probability measure p’ such that J,,, = J,,. 
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Proo$ For each 12 put p(n) = ((l/n) C’J=, pLi) * fl. Then p(n) is 
absolutely continuous and J@(,,, c J, for each n and d(f, J,,,,) +” 0 for each 
f in J,. The argument used to prove Lemma 1.1 now shows that there is 
an absolutely continuous probability measure $ such that J,, = J,. 1 
Following immediately from the proposition we have 
2.8. COROLLARY. Zf p belongs to P,(G) and J, is maximal in j$(G), then 
J, is maximal in f(G). 
In view of Proposition 2.6, it might be conjectured that, if J, is modular, 
then there is an absolutely continuous probability measure, k’, such that 
J,, = J,. This would show that modularity of J, is, in a sense, equivalent 
to absolute continuity of p. However, an example to be given in [27] of 
a probability measure, p, such that J, is modular and yet there is no 
absolutely continuous 11’ with J,, = J, shows that this conjecture would be 
false. Hence modularity of J,, is a strictly weaker condition than absolute 
continuity of p. 
3. NON-DEGENERATE PROBABILITY MEASURES 
3.1. DEFINITION. A probability measure p on a group G is said to be 
non-degenerate if it is absolutely continuous with respect o Haar measure 
and if the closed semigroup generated by the support of p is equal to G. 
Non-degeneracy is a condition which it is often useful to impose on ,u. 
For example, see pages 51 and 83 of [ 11. Also, in [18,6], all probability 
measures are supposed to be non-degenerate although “irreducible” is the 
term used in [6] (see Hypothese 1). 
If p is non-degenerate and G is a discrete group, then the Poisson kernel, 
v, is a quasi-invariant measure on I& and this is one reason p is often 
assumed to be non-degenerate (see [ 18, Section 31). As in Section 2, it is 
desirable to find a condition which is placed directly on J, and which has 
the same effect as supposing that ~1 is non-degenerate. Such condition is 
provided in the following definition. 
3.2. DEFINITION. Let p be a probability measure on G. Then J,, will be 
said to be order modular if Jp is modular and u + J, is a weak order unit 
for L,‘(G)/J,, where u is a modular unit for J,. 
That this is the correct condition is shown by the following equivalence. 
3.3. PROPOSITION. Let p be a probability measure on G and suppose that 
J,, is modular with modular unit u. Then the following are equivalent: 
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(i) J,, is order modular; 
(ii) the Poisson kernel 1’ is quasi-invariant; and 
(iii) 2 * u + J, is an order unit for L’(G)/J,, ,fbr euch positive measure 
E. on G. 
Proof To show that (i) implies (ii), suppose that J, is order modular. 
Then u + J,, may be chosen as the order unit used in the construction 
of the quasi-invariant measure q in Theorem 2.1. If this is done, then q 
is identified with the measure vg defined in Proposition 2.4, and so, in 
particular, vg is quasi-invariant. It follows, by Proposition 2.5(ii) that v is 
quasi-invariant. 
To show that (ii) implies (iii), suppose that v is quasi-invariant. Then vg 
is quasi-invariant. If we choose a subset cr of Q such that vQ(a) = 0 and 
~(a) < co, then II, will belong to L’(Q, q). Hence there is an f in Li(G) 
such that 21, =f . vQ, because vn is a cyclic vector for L1(Q, ye) by Proposi- 
tion 2.4(i). Since v, is quasi-invariant it follows that 1~ = JG. ,f(x)(v,), CLX is 
absolutely continuous with respect o v,. On the other hand, II, is singular 
with respect to v, by the choice of G. It follows that II, = 0 almost 
everywhere and so v, is strictly positive except on a subset of Sz with 
q-measure equal to zero. Since i’R is quasi-invariant the same is true of 
(v~),~ for each x in G. Therefore, (v,),~ = 6,. vn is an order unit in L’(Q, q) 
for each x in G. 
Now let L be a probability measure on G and let cr be a subset of Sz such 
that n(a) > 0. Choose x in the support of 1. Then, since the map x H 6,. v, 
is continuous with respect to the norm topology on L’(O, q) and since 
(6,. ~~)(a) is strictly positive, there is a neighborhood U of x such 
that 116,. v,- 6, .v,II < f(sr .~~~)(a) for each y in U. It follows that 
(6, .~~)(a) > +(b,-. vn)(o) for each y in U. Hence (A. v,)(a) > 
m4@,~ ~~)(a), which is strictly positive because L(U) > 0. Therefore 
1. vR is an order unit for L’(Q, q). 
Since T is an order isomorphism, it follows that i * v, + JJ1 is an order 
unit for L’(G)/J,. 
That (iii) implies (i) may be seen at once by taking i = 6,. l 
3.4. Remark. It follows from (iii) that if J, is order modular and has 
codimension greater than one, then L’(G)+ + J, is not closed, because 
every element of L’(G)+ + J, is an order unit, whereas (L’(G)+ + J,)- is 
order isomorphic to L’(0, q)’ and so it contains elements which are not 
order units. The next proposition shows that order modularity of J, is in 
fact a generalization of the condition that p be non-degenerate. As 
mentioned above, this fact is well known when G is discrete, see 12, 
Section 31. 
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3.5. PROPOSITION. Let p be a non-degenerate probability measure on G. 
Then J, is order modular. 
Proof: Since p is absolutely continuous, J, is modular with modular 
unit p. The following result will be used to show that p + J, is an order 
unit. 
3.6. LEMMA. If p is a non-degenerate probability measure, then there is 
an increasing sequence (U,),Y= 1 of open sets in G such that u,“= 1 .!I” = G and 
for each n there are integers M, N > 0 such that 
Proof of Lemma. Since p belongs to L’(G), there is a bounded 
measurable function cp on G such that p > cp. Then p * p 3 cp * q, where 
cp * cp is a positive continuous function on G. 
Choose E > 0 and an open set V in G with 
(cp * cp)(x) ’ E (x E V). 
Since p is non-degenerate, there is an integer n such that $1 V-I # 0 and so 
for this n, ($1 V-l * q’)(e) will be greater than zero. Put Y = p” * ‘p’. Then 
Y is continuous, there is a symmetric neighbourhood W of e on which Y 
is strictly positive and pHt2 2 Y. 
Let H be the semigroup generated by W. Then H is an open subgroup 
of G and, since ,u is non-degenerate, G/H is countable. Let x,H, 
i = 1, 2, 3, . . . be an enumeration of G/H. Then, since p is non-degenerate, 
for each i there is an integer ni such that 1~“’ 1 x,H > 0. Hence, for each k there 
is an integer nk such that ((l/n,) x7= r pLi)&> 0 for each i= 1,2, 3, . . . . k. 
Put Yv, = (( l/nk) CT”=, $) * ((l/k) Cr=, Y’). Then Yy, is continuous for 
each k and up= 1 (supp( Yu,))’ = G, where (.)O denotes the interior of the 
set enclosed in the brackets. Also ((l/n,) c,“” 1 pLi) * ((l/k) CT= r pj) > Yk 
for each k. The assertion in the lemma follows. 1 
Now, to conclude that p + J, is an order unit, let f be in L’(G) and be 
real valued, and choose E > 0. Then there is a compact set U and a positive 
number K such that 11 f-f A (KQ “)I\ 1 < E, and so, by the lemma, there are 
integers M, N>O such that 11 f-f A (Mn,N=, ((l/k)C$=, $))\I <E. Since 
,f+J,>(f+J,) A (.WP+J~) 
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(by definition of “ A ” in L’(G)/J), it follows that liJ‘+ J,, - (,f’+ J,,) A 
(Mp+J,,)II <c. Suppose that (,/‘+J,l) A (p+J,,)=O. Then (,f‘+J,,) A 
(Mp+J,,)=O f or each A4 > 0 and so /I f + J,, II < E for each c: > 0. Therefore 
,f+ J,, = 0 and so p + J, is an order unit. fl 
The converse to Proposition 3.5 is false. For example, if p is a degenerate 
measure on an abelian group G such that the closed subgroup generated by 
supp(p) is equal to G, then JII is equal to LA(G) [3, Theorem 1 ), and so is 
order modular. 
For any group G, if the closed subgroup generated by supp(p) is not 
equal to G, then Jil is not order modular. To obtain a slightly more difficult 
example, let [F, = (a, h) be the free group on two generators and let 
p = $5, + $5,. Then (dub-,, + J,,) A (p + J,) = 0 but habmIa + J, # 0. Hence 
p + J,, is not an order unit and so J, is not order modular. 
The remainder of this section is devoted to an application of the 
property of order modularity. This application will be made in Theorem 3.8 
and Corollary 3.10, but first we need to prove the following lemma. 
3.7. LEMMA. Let p be a probability measure on G such that J, is order 
modular, and let [ be a non-negative element of L’(Q, tl) such that p. [ = [, 
(i.e., let [ be p-stationary). Then for every p in L’(G), supp(p . [) c supp(c). 
Proof: Let u be a modular unit for J,,, and let T: L’(G)/J, --f L’(Q, q) 
be the isometry constructed in Theorem 2.1. As in Proposition 3.3, we will 
suppose that u + J, is the order unit chosen for the construction of ye in 
Theorem 2.1. With this choice of order unit, r] is identified with v, and 
T(u+J,)=l,. 
It will suffice to prove the lemma for the case when p is a non-negative 
function in L’(G), as the general case follows readily. We will show that 
p. [ = sup,, (p . [ A (nc)). Let E be positive and choose an integer n such 
that I(p.Q,-((p.Q,) A (nQ,))ll <E. Then since, T is an isometry and an 
order isomorphism, and as T(u+J,)=%,, Jlp*u+J,,-(p*u+J,)r\ 
(nu + J,)ll < E. By the definition of “ A ” and the norm in L’(G)/J, it follows 
that there is a probability measure p’ on G, which is a convex combination 
of powers of p, such that IIp * u * p’ - (p * u * ,u’) A (nu * $)I1 , < E. 
Let q be some other positive function in L’(G). Then, since 
(p*u*p’)~(nu*p’) is a lower bound for p*u*p’ and nu*p’, 
[(p * u * p’) A (nu * p’)] * q is a lower bound for p * u * p’ * q and 
nu * p’ * q and so 
[(p * u * ,u’) A (nu * I*‘)] * q < (p * 24 * p’ * q) A (nu * p’ * 4) 
dp*u*/A’*q. 
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Therefore, 
llP*~*~‘*q-(P*u*~‘*q)~ (nu*P’*q)ll1 
G IIP * 2.d * P’ * 4 - C(P * u * P’) * (nu * $)I * 4111 
<E 114111~ (3.1) 
Now [ is non-negative and we may suppose that li~!l~ = 1. Hence, by the 
definition of the order structure in L’(G)/J,, there is a positive function q 
in L’(G) such that I\[- T(q +J,)IJ <E and llqlll = 1. By the definition of 
“ A” in L’(G)/J,, q may be chosen to satisfy 
II T(b * fJ * P’ * 4) * bu * P’ * 4) + J/J 
-((P*u*P’).I)A ((nu*P’).i)ll<E 
also. Substituting this choice of q in (3.1) yields that 
II(P * 24 * io.i-((P * u * P’).i) A ((nu * P’).i)ll < (2+ lb * 4l)E. 
Finally, since [ is p-stationary, ji . [ = [ = u . [ and so we have, 
IIp.i--p.[ A (ni)ll < (2+ Ilp * uI/ ,)E. It follows that supn (p.[ A (ni))= 
p . [. Therefore, supp(p . [) c supp([), as required. 1 
3.8. THEOREM. Let p be a probability measure on G such that J, is order 
modular. Then 
L’(G) = [L’(G) * (6, -p)] - + [(S, - p) * L’(G)] -. 
Proof: Let LA(Q, n) E {{E L’(Q, q) I jn 5 dr = O}. The following obser- 
vations will be useful later in the proof. It follows from Lemma 2.2 that 
T(Lh(G)/J,) = LA(Q, q). Hence, since (6, - ,u) * L’(G) G LA(G), it follows 
that (6, - 11). L’(0, q) z LA(Q, q). Also, as in the previous lemma we shall 
suppose that q has been chosen to be v,, so that T(u + J,) = II, and (Sz, r) 
is a finite measure space. 
Define an operator S on L’(Q, n) by St = p. 5 (5 E L’(sZ, r~)). Then, since 
p is a probability measure, we have ISI i = 1, where (SI, denotes the 
operator norm of S, and S(L’(Q, q)‘) z L’(S2, r~)‘. Since vg is p-stationary 
(Proposition 2.4(iv)), we have that SQ R = II a. 
Now L”(Q, q) is contained in L’(l2, q) because ($2, q) is a finite measure 
space. Let 5 belong to L”(0, q) and let 11511 oj denote the essential 
supremum norm of 5. Then 4 + II < II a II R is positive and so 
oasct+ 115ll,~,) 
=R+ 11511, m2 
=z+ llrll, 1,. 
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Hence St> -lltll ,~ Q,. Similarly, St< IISII, Q, and so IlSi’il, d lltll, 
Therefore, S maps L”(0, r]) into itself and IS/ x < 1, where IS’1 T denotes 
the operator norm of the restriction of S to L” (Q, q). 
We are now in a position to apply the mean ergodic theorem in the form 
of Corollary VIII.5.5 in [7]. Put A(n)= (l/n) z:;t=, Sk. Then IA(n d 1, 
IA(n < 1 and we also have that liS”@ril, 6 IIt/nII, 5 0 for each i” in 
L’(s2,~). Hence, by the corollary, the sequence of operators (A(n)),“=, 
converges in the strong operator topology determined by L’(R, u]). 
Furthermore, by Corollary VIII.5.2 of [7], the limit of this sequence is 
the idempotent operator, E, on L’(s2, ‘I) such that the range of E is 
{c~L’(&?,u) I Sg=r} and th e k ernel of E is [(I-S) L’(s2, q)] -, where I 
denotes the identity operator. 
Next we show that the range of E is the (one-dimensional) space of 
constant functions on 52. Let 5 be in the range of E, so that St = t. Since 
p is a probability measure, S maps each real-valued function to another 
real-valued function, which means that both the real and the imaginary 
parts of 5 will be fixed by S. Hence we may suppose that 5 is real valued. 
Now S fixes Q n and so S( 5 + i.Q n) = i’ + ill n for each choice of i. Hence, 
if l is not constant we may suppose that [ = 5 + - 5 ~, where i” + and 5 ~ 
are non-negative, r+ A [ =O, and /15+11,>0 and 11[- II,>O. We show 
that this leads to a contradiction. 
We have that St’-SY- =S(t+-t-)=t, where St’ and St- are 
non-negative. Hence St + > t v 0 = 5 + and St ~ 3 4 ~. On the other hand, 
IlS~+l1’~115’il, and llS5~Il,~ll5~ll,, and so X+=5’ and X-=5-. 
A similar argument, using once again that SQ R = Q *, shows that 
S(&j + A II n) = 5 + A II n. Note that 4 + A II R is positive, bounded above by 
Ii R and its support is contained in supp(5 + ). 
Put [=t+ A 21,. Since 21, is a cyclic vector for L’(Q, ‘1) (Proposition 
2.4(i)) and by definition of the order structure and norm on L’(G)/J,,, 
and since t ~ is positive, there is a positive function p in L’(G) such 
that IIt -P.Q,II <i llill~ I15 II and lIpIll = IIt- 11. On the other hand, 
Q,=[+(Q,--[), where i and a,-[ are both positive, and supp(p . i) A 
supp( 5 ~ ) has measure zero by Lemma 3.7. Hence, 
IIt- -~.Qnll = IIt- -P.I-P.(Q,--IIll 3 ll~.ill = lItI llill. 
This contradiction shows that if 4 is in L'(f2, II) and St = 5, then 4 is 
constant. 
Since the range of the idempotent E is one-dimensional, the kernel of E, 
that is [(Z-S) L'(Q, q)]-, has codimension one in L'(Q, q). Now 
(I- S) L'(Q, q) = (6, -p). L’(sZ, q), which is contained in LA(fl, q). 
Since Lh(Q, y) has codimension one in L'(sZ, q), it follows that 
[(Z-S) LYQ;L, r)l- = LhP, VI. 
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The space 1’(N) with convolution product is a Banach algebra. Let 
I;(N)= {f~l’(N) 1 C,“=,f(n)=O}. Then Ii(N) is an ideal in 1’(N) and 
(a,):==, is a bounded approximate identity for l;(N), where 
i 
1, if k=O 
%Ak) = l/4 if 1 d k d n, 
0, otherwise. 
Define L’(Q, r~) to be a left Banach 1 ‘(N )-module by putting 
f.4=C,“=0f(n)pn.& (f~l’(N), <EL’(Q,~)), where p” is taken to be 6,. 
Then Lh(O, ye) is an 1 ‘(N )-submodule. Since 6, - 6, generates I;( N ) as an 
ideal in l’(N) and since (6,-6,).~=5-~.~=(Z-S)5, it follows that 
[(I-S)Li(Q,q)]- = [ZA(N).L’(Q, u)]~. Therefore (a,)z=i is a bounded 
approximate identity for [(I- S) .L’(Q, r)] -, that is, for Lh(0, q). 
Finally, to prove the assertion of the theorem, let ,f be in LA(G). Then 
T( f + J,) belongs to LA(Q, ye) and so, by the factorization theorem of 
Cohen [2, Theorem 11.10; 43 and since f:(N) has a bounded approximate 
identity for Lh(Q, q), there are elements a in l;(N) and t in LA(Q, q) such 
that r( f+ J,) = a. 5. Since T is a surjective module homorphism, there is 
an element f’ in L’(G) such that T(f+ J,) = T(C,“=, u(n) p” * f’ + J,). 
Since T is injective, it follows that f+ J, = C,“=, u(n)$ * f’ + J,; that is, 
there is an .f” in J, such that f = C,“=, u(n) I*” * f’ +f”. Since 
C,“=. u(n)=O, C,“=O a(~)$ *f’ belongs to [(6,-p) * L’(G)]-, and 
J,= [L’(G) * (6,-p)]- by definition. Therefore f belongs to [(6,-p) * 
L’(G)]- + [L’(G) * (6,-p)]- as required. 1 
3.9. Remarks. (i) The above argument will also prove an analogous 
result to Theorem 3.8 for semigroups. It shows that, if S is a discrete 
semigroup and ,U is a probability measure on S such that the semigroup 
generated by the support of /J is equal to S, then IA(S)= [l’(S) * 
(6,-P)lP + [(Se-PI * ~‘(S)lp. 
(ii) It follows from Theorem 3.8 and Proposition 3.5 that, if p is 
non-degenerate and F is a function in L’(G) such that p * F= F= F * p, 
then F is constant. Thus Theorem 3.8 may be regarded as a non-abelian 
extension of the Choquet-Deny theorem (see [3, Theorem 11). 
(iii) A theorem of Reiter [32] asserts that a group G is amenable if 
and only if the augmentation ideal, LA(G), has a right (or left) bounded 
approximate identity. Theorem 1.2(b) relines this by showing that, if G is 
a-compact and amenable, then there is a probability measure p on G with 
L;(G)= [L’(G) * (6,-p)]-. (If p is any probability measure on G, then 
[L’(G) * (6, -n)] - has the right bounded approximate identity 
(u1 * (6,-(1/n) Z=l PLk))(h)EAXN~ where (u~)).~ n is a bounded 
approximate identity for L’(G).) 
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Theorem 3.8 may be regarded also as a non-amenable extension of 
Theorem 1.2(b) for, if G is o-compact, there is a non-degenerate probability 
measure p on G. Hence it follows from Theorem 3.8 that, if G is a-compact, 
then Lb(G) may be expressed as the algebraic sum of a closed, left ideal 
with a right-bounded approximate identity and a closed, right ideal with a 
left-bounded approximate identity. 
(iv) Let B be a Banach algebra, I be a closed, left ideal in B with a 
right-bounded approximate identity and J be a closed, right ideal in B. 
Then it is a consequence of a result of W. Rudin [35, Theorem 4.21 that 
the algebraic sum I + J is closed. It is this fact that allows LA(G) to be 
expressed as the algebraic sum of the two ideals. 
(v) In view of (iv), if ~1, and pL2 are any two probability measures 
on G, then [(S,-p,)* L’(G)]- + [L’(G)* (6,-pLz)]~ is closed. 
This also may be shown directly. An argument similar to that used to 
prove Theorem 2.1 shows that L’(G)/{ [(S, - p,) * L’(G)] + [L’(G) * 
(6, - pLz)] } is, with a suitable order structure, an abstract L’-space. 
From the virtual subgroup point of view (see [23, 30]), the Poisson 
space with measure ,U is akin to a coset space with its unique quasi- 
invariant measure (see [41 I). If we construct a measure space (Z, 1) such 
that L’(E, A) is isometrically isomorphic to L’(G)/{ [(S, - 11,) * 
L’(G)] ~~ + [L’(G) * (6,- p2)] } then, from this point of view, (3, 1) is 
akin to a double coset space. 
In [36] it was shown that if I is a closed, two-sided ideal with codimen- 
sion one in L’(G), then each element of I is equal to the sum of four 
products of pairs of elements from I. The first part of the proof is to reduce 
to the case when I is LA(G). The following corollary improves upon this 
result from [36]. It may be proved by reducing to the case when I is L,!,(G) 
as in [36] and then noticing that remark (iii) above may be used to allow 
an application of Cohen’s factorization theorem [2, Theorem 11.10; 41. 
3.10. COROLLARY. Let G he a locally compact group and I be a closed, 
two-sided ideal with codimension one in L’(G). Then: 
(i) if ,f is in I there are elements a,, hi, i= 1, 2, in I such that 
,f=a, *h,+a,*h,; and 
(ii) if (f,),“= I is a sequence in Z such that /( f,ll, G 0 there are 
elements a, and a2 in I and sequences (h,),“=, and (c,)z=, in I such that 
ll~,,II, $0, Ilc,III $0, andf,=a,*~,+~,*a~. 
4. MAXIMAL ELEMENTS IN 2 
Recall from section one that y(G) denotes the set of all left ideals in 
L’(G) of the form J,, and that $(G) is regarded as a partially ordered set 
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with inclusion as the order relation. It was shown in Theorem 1.2 that if G 
is separable there are maximal elements in y(G) and that, if G is amenable 
and separable, then LA(G) belongs to f(G) and is the unique maximal ele- 
ment. However, no examples were given in section one of a non-amenable 
group G and a maximal element J, in 2(G). Several such examples will be 
given in this section. Some of the proofs of maximality of these ideals will 
involve the boundary. 
In many cases it is possible to describe the order structure of y(G) or 
yO(G) to some extent by making use of previously established theorems 
and examples. This will be done at the end of the section. 
4.1. EXAMPLE. For the first example, let G be [F, = (a, h), the free 
group on two generators, and let p = f(JU + 6, +6,-l +6,-i). This example 
has been widely studied and the Poisson boundary and Poisson kernel 
have a concrete description in this case (see [ 8; 13, Section 4.1; 6; 9; 291). 
Let Q, be the space of all infinite sequences w = wl ~2 ~3 . . . . where each wi 
is a, b, a-l or 66’ and no product wiwi+, gives the identity. In other 
words, Q, is the space of all semi-infinite reduced words in a, 6, and their 
inverses. Then ~2, is a compact space when equipped with the product 
topology. Define an action of 1F, on 52, by left multiplication, that is, for 
x=ciI&... u., in [F, and w=w1w2w3... in Sz,, where each ai or wi is a, b, 
a- ’ or b-l, let x . w be the unique reduced word obtained after performing 
all possible cancellations in CI, CQ .. . LX, w, w2 w3 . 
Since there will be at most n cancellations when x = c~ic(~ . . . . a,, [F, acts 
as a group of homeomorphisms of Sz,. For each x in IF,, where x is in 
reduced form and has length n, let E(x) be the open and closed subset of 
Q, consisting of all words with whose first n letters coincide with the 
corresponding letters of x. Define a measure v on Sz, by putting v(E(x)) = 
l/4 .3” ~ ‘, where x has length n. Then v is quasi-invariant and p-stationary. 
It may be shown, see [S], that (Sz,, v) is the Poisson boundary corre- 
sponding to p. Therefore, by Proposition 2.3, L’( F,)/J, is isomorphic to 
L’(sZ,, v). Alternatively, this may be shown directly but we shall not do so 
here. 
We shall require the following result which is proved in Section 4.1 of 
[13]. An alternative proof is given below. 
4.2. PROPOSITION. Let p, Q,, and v be as above. Then the measure v is 
the unique p-stationary probability measure on Q,. 
Proof. Let v’ be a p-stationary probability measure on Q, and let 
P(x, w) = (dv:/dv’)(w). Then, since p . v’ = v’, 
i(P(a, w) + P(b, w) + P(ac’, w) + P(b-‘, w)) = 1 (4.1) 
for every w in sZ,\N, where N is some set with v’(N) = 0. 
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Now P(x, w) 30 for each x in IF2 and so it follows from (4.1 ) that 
P(x, w) < 4, for x = u, h, a ‘, or h ’ and for almost every ‘$3. From the 
cocycle identity, 
1 = P(e, w) = P(X~ ‘) x ’ w) P(x, w) (xEIF~, a.e. (v’)w~Q~), (4.2) 
it follows that P(x, w) 3 a for almost every w in Q, whenever x = a, h, a ‘, 
or h- ‘. 
Suppose that for some 8 2 1 we have, l/6’< P(x, w) d 0 for x = a, 6, a ‘, 
or bm ’ and almost every w. 
Then it follows from (4.1) that P(x, w) d 4 - 3/H = (48 - 3)/t), for x = a, 
b, a ~ ‘, or b ’ and for almost every w. By (4.2) now it follows that 
P(x, w) 3 o/(48 - 3). Hence if 9, is defined inductively by putting 8, = 4 
and Qntl = (48,,-3)/Q, for n = 1, 2, 3, . . . . we have that for each n, 
(4.3) 
for almost every w and for x = a, b, a ~ ‘, or b ~ ‘. It is easily verified that, 
if 0, is defined in this way, then lim.+ c<, 8, = 3. Therefore, 
l/3 6 P(x, w) 6 3 for x = u, b, a ‘, or b ’ (4.4) 
and for almost every w in Q,. (The exceptional sets for the inequalities 
(4.3) may vary with n, but since there are only countably many of them, 
their union is v’-null. As (4.4) holds on the complement of this union at 
least, it holds for almost every w.) 
Suppose now, without loss of generality, that v’(E(u)) = min(v’(E(a)), 
v’(E(b)), v’(E(b-I)). Then, 3v’(E(u)) < v’(E(u)) + v’(E(b)) + v’(E(bF’)). On 
the other hand, v:(E(u))/v’(E(u)) 6 3 by (4.4), where equality occurs 
if and only if P(a, w) = 3 for almost every w in E(u). Now v:(E(u)) = 
v’(~‘E(u)) = v’(E(a) u E(b) u E(bk’)) and so we have that v’(E(u)) + 
v’(E(b)) + v’(E(b- ‘)) 6 3v’(E(u)). H ence all inequalities in this paragraph 
are in fact equalities and we have that v’(E(u)), v’(E(b)), and v’(E(b-‘)) 
are equal and P(u, w) = 3 for almost every w in E(u). It follows from (4.2) 
that P(c’, w)=ifor almost every win E(a)uE(b)uE(bpl). 
Similar arguments to the above show that v’(E(u)), v’(E(b)), and 
v’(E(bk’)) are equal to v’(E(u-‘)) and so, since Q, is the disjoint union of 
E(u), E(b), E(b&‘) and E(u ‘), each of them is equal to a. The same 
arguments also show that, if x = b, b ~ ‘, or a--‘, then P(x, w) = 3 for almost 
every w in E(x) and P(x, w) = f for almost every w in x. E(x- ‘) = 
Q,\,!?(x). Hence P(x, w) = (dv,/dv)(w) for almost every (with respect o v’) 
winQ,andforx=u,b,u-‘, or b-l. It follows, using the cocycle identity, 
that (dv:/dv’)(w)= P(x, w)=(dv,/dv)(w) for every x in IF, (and almost 
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every w). Hence v’(E(x)) = v(E(x)) for each x in [F, and so v’ = v. Therefore 
v is unique. 1 
The maximality of J, may now be deduced. 
4.3. PROPOSITION. Let F, = (a, b) be the free group on two generators 
and let p = a(~?~ + ~3~ + 6;’ + 6;‘). Then J, is maximal in j(F,). 
Proof. Let 11’ in Y(F,) be such that JI 2 J,. We will show that J,, = J,. 
For this, let a, = (l/n) C;t-= i (,u’)k. Then lim, _ o. II(?), - p) * CI, /I I = 0. 
Each element 5 in L’(Q,, v) may be identified with a measure on Q, by 
defining 
C&9> = !*, 5(w) d(w) NW) (4 E C(fJd), 
and under this identification L’(sZ,, v) becomes a closed subspace of 
M(Q,) = C(Q,)‘. Now C(Q,) is a (right) I’(lf,)-module if we define the 
action 
(#.f)(w)= c f(x)4(x.w) (f4W3 4EWJh 
x E Fz 
and M(Q2), with the dual action, is a (left) I’(F,)-module. It may be 
checked that the restriction to L’(Q,, v) of this action on M(Q,) yields the 
same I ‘( [F,)-module action as we have already defined in Section 2. 
With the above identification, (a, . % &;= i is a sequence of probability 
measures on Q, (where we are thinking of II,, as belonging to L’(Q,, v)). 
The unit ball of M(SZ,) is compact in the w*-topology and so this sequence 
has an accumulation point in M(Q2,). Let c( be an accumulation point. 
Then SI is a probability measure because Q2 is compact. We have, for each 
4 in C(sZ,), that 
for some subsequence (n;),“_ 1, and so 
l((~,-~).a,d>i=~l~~I(((S,-~)*a,,).3,,,~)I 
GnlFr lIFta * qll 1 11~11, 
= 0. 
Hence (6, - CL) .CI = 0; that is, CI is a p-stationary probability measure on 
sZz. By Proposition 4.2, a = v. Therefore v is the only accumulation point of 
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(a, .J&L, and so lim,+ a a,. I,, = v, where the limit is with respect to 
the w*-topology. 
It is clear from the definition of LY,, that lim,, x il(6,,-~‘) * z,,,/I, =O. 
Since lim, _ ~ a, ‘11 R2 = 11, it follows by the above argument that v is 
p’-stationary. Hence T(S, - ,u’ + J,) = (6, - II’) . v = 0, and so, since T is 
injective, 6, - p’ belongs to J,,. Therefore J,,, L J,, and so J,, is maximal in 
4.4. EXAMPLE. For the second example, let G be [F, and let the 
probability measure be 6,. We will denote the ideal J6, by J,. Then 
l’(EF)).JJ is isometrically order isomorphic to 1 ‘([F,/(cr), II), where q is the 
counting measure. Hence the Poisson space is the left coset space [F,/(a). 
The Poisson kernel is the measure 6,,, 
The argument used to prove the maximality of J, in the previous 
example does not apply to J,. While it is the case that 6,,, is the unique 
b,-invariant probability measure on F,/(a), Lr,/(a) is not compact and so 
it is not the case that the set of probability measures on F*/(a) is 
w*-closed. Hence the above argument breaks down at one point. 
It is possible to use the boundary to show that, for certain probability 
measures ,u, J, is not contained in J,. If p is a non-degenerate probability 
measure on IF? with finite support, then, by [6, Theorem 21, the Poisson 
space corresponding to p is the space Q,. If J, were to contain J,, the 
Poisson kernel corresponding to /J would be quasi-invariant, p-stationary, 
and ha-stationary. However, it is easily shown that the only da-stationary 
probability measures on Sz, are convex combinations of 6, and rr,, where 
(~=aaa... and ~=a-‘a-‘~~‘..., and these measures are not quasi- 
invariant. Therefore, if /J is non-degenerate and has finite support, then J, 
is not contained in J,. 
This new argument does not apply to a general probability measure p to 
show that J, is maximal, because it requires a knowledge of the Poisson 
boundary corresponding to /L As is stated in [S, Section 6.83, the Poisson 
boundary to a general probability measure ,U on [F, has not been deter- 
mined. It may differ from the space Q,, as is shown in [ 13, Theorem 5.1 I.* 
We will show that J, is maximal by a direct computation using the follow- 
ing result. 
4.5. LEMMA. Let [F be the free group with generators x1, x2, x3 . . . and 
Yl Y2, Y3, .‘.1 and let [F, and [F, be the subgroups of [F generated by 
{XI, x2, x3, . . . > and (v13 Y,, Y,, . ..I. respectively. Let fi and f2 be in l’(E) 
and suppose that supp(f,) s IF X, supp( f2) E [F, and that there are constants 
0 < 1 and R > 0 such that 
WI/~,-II/ *fill, I $EG(~~), llII/ll, <R and (II/ *fi)(e)= 1) ~8. 
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inf{ 116, - ti * f211 m I $ E GdE y), lIti m < R and (ti * fd(e) = 11-c 0. 
Then for each 4 in C,(F), there are qbl and & in C,(F) such that 
4=h *fl +h *f2 and max(l14111,~ lId21/m)~R Ildllm/(l-O Hence, for 
eachf in ~‘(0 IIfi*fll~+IIf2*fllI~~~‘~~-~~llfll~. 
ProoJ: Define the subsets A(n), B(n), n = 1, 2, 3, . . . of IF inductively in 
the following way. Let A( 1) = IF, and B( 1) = [F ,.,A( 1). Once A(n) and B(n) 
have been defined for some n, put A(n + 1) = F,B(n)\A(n) and B(n + 1) = 
lF.A(n+ l)\B(n). Then it may be shown that for each k 
and that 
F= fi A(n) = YJ B(n), 
n=l II=1 
where each of the unions is disjoint. For example, if when reduced, 
an element of [F has the form X, Y,X, Y, ... X, Y,, where Xi belongs to 
[F,\ {e} and Yi to [F,\ (e} for each i= 1,2, . . . n, then the element belongs 
to A(n+ 1) and B(n+ 1) but not to A(k) or B(k) for any k#n+ 1. Also, 
[F, is contained in A (1) and in B( 1) and [F y is contained in B( 1) and in 
A(l)UA(2). 
For each n, ,4(n) is a union of right cosets of IF, and B(n) is a union 
of right cosets of [F,. It follows that A(n) and B(n) could also have 
been defined by putting A(n + l)= F,(B(n)\A(n)) and B(n + l)= 
Ey(4n+ l)\B(n)). 
Choose $i and 1c/? in C,( [F,) and C,( IF ,,) respectively satisfying, for i 
equal to 1 and 2, the conditions 
(ai) Ibkill m < 4 
(bi) (tii * fi)(e) = 1, and 
(ci) Ilse-Il/i*fillm <o. 
The hypotheses on fi and f2 guarantee that such functions exist. Let cp be 
in C,(E). We shall use $r and ti2 to construct cp, and rp, inductively on the 
sets (&)),“=, and (4n)),“= 1, respectively. For the purpose of this 
construction, let (C,)z=, be the sequence of non-negative numbers defined 
by putting CO= IdeN, CI = II’PI~~~~,~~~ IIm and CZn= Ilc~I~~~~,~~~~ll~ and 
CZ,,+~= II~IA~n+I~jB~n~Ilm for n= L2, 3, . . . . Then C,< I/dim for each n 
and C, + 0 as n + co because cp belongs to C,( IF). 
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To begin the construction, if 2 is in A( 1 ), then z is also in F,-, and so we 
may define cp, on A(1) by putting cPr(z)=cp(e)IC/,(z). Then (cpr *.f;)I.,,, is 
defined because f, is supported in 5,. We have that 
by (al) and, by (bl) and (cl), that 
lI(cpl *fi)lA(l)\(eJI13C <Co@. (4.6) 
Next, if z is in B(l), then there are unique elements y in [FY and z’ in 
A(1) such that z=yz’. Define (p2 on B(1) by putting &z)= (cp(z’)- 
(cpl *f&4) MY). Then bz *f2)lBcIj is defined because B( 1) is a union 
of right cosets of iF Y and because f2 is supported in 5,. For z’ in A(l), 
((Pi * fd(z’) = (dz’) - (vpl * f~)(z’))(Ic/~ * fJ(e) = ~(2’) - (cpl * f~)(z’), by 
WI. Hence, dAtII=(~I *fi+cP2*f2)IAc1). Now cp(e)-(cp, *f,)(e)= 
cp(e) - cp(e)($I *f,)(e) = 0, by (bl). Also, if z’ is in A(l)\ {e}, then (cp(z’) - 
~c~~*fi~~~‘~I~II’~I~~~~\~e~lla+ll~~~*fi~l~~~,:~e~ll3c G C,+CoQ,by(4.6). 
Hence, by (a2), 
lIc~2I~~,~Il03~lI(~I~~,~-~(~,*fi~l~~,~lla, lI~2llz~(C1+G~)R (4.7) 
and by (c2), 
ll((P* *f2b?(1)\,,4(& 6 IId4(*,-(% *fiL4(1)llm 11($2 *f*)IFy\(eJIIx 
6 c, 0 + c, 02. (4.8) 
Suppose now that for some n, ‘pl has been defined on U;= r A(k) and (p2 
has been defined on U;=, B(k) to satisfy q(z) = (cpl * fi + (p2 * f2)(z) for z 
in U;=,A(k). Note that ‘p, * fi is defined on lJ;I-=, A(k) because .f, is 
supported in IF, and A(k) is a union of right (FYcosets for each k and, 
similarly, cp2 * f2 is defined on U;= r B(k). Suppose, furthermore, that 
and 
G@2mp2pk R 
> 
(4.9) 
for m = 1, 2, . . . . n, and that 
Zn- 1 
ll(cp2 *f2)l B(rr)\A(n)lloc d c Ck@“‘--. 
k=O 
(4.10) 
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This has been done for the case when n is one by (4.5) (4.7), and (4.8). We 
now define (p, on A(n + 1) and pz on B(n + 1). 
If z is in A(n + l), then there are unique elements x in IF, and z’ 
in B(n) such that z = xz’. Define ‘p, on A(n + 1) by putting v,(z) = 
(C&Z’)--(cp,*f,)(z’))$,(x). Then (cp, *f,)laC,,+,, is defined and, for z’ in 
&)nA(n+l), (v, *f,)(z’)=((~(z’)-((~~*f~)(z’))(~, *fl)(e)=W- 
(‘p2 *f*)(z’), by (bl). Hence, we have that p(z) = (cp, *f,)(z) + 
((p2*fz)(z) for zin (u;I=, A(k))u(B(n)nA(n+ l))=LJ;=, B(k). Weals0 
have that 
lIcPIIA(n+l)l/m~ Il(PIB(n)nA(n+,)-((P2*f2)IB(n)nA(n+,)I11: ll$1llcc 
( 
Zn- I 
< CZn+ c CkQZnpk R, 
k=O > 
by (4.10) and because B(n) n A(n + 1) = B(n)\A(n). Hence, 
II(PIla(n+,, 02 (I <(F &O’“-“)R. 
k=O 
Therefore, when extended in this way ‘p, satisfies (4.9) with m = n + 1. 
Furthermore, 
ll((P, *f,)l A(n+,)\B(n)llx.~II(PI~(n,nA(n+,,-~(P2*f*~IB(n)nA(n+,)lIoc 
x ll(ti, *f,)l[F*\{& 
20 
1 Ck@=*-k .o, 
> 
by (4.10) and (cl). 
k=O 
(4.11) 
To extend (p2 now, for z in B(n + 1) put cp2(z) = (cp(z’) - 
(cp, * f,)(z’)) $2(~)r where z = yz’ for y in [F ,, and z’ in A(n + 1). For z’ in 
A(n+ l)nB(n+ l), ((P2 * fdz’) = (W) - (cpl * fiW))(IcI2 * .fiNe) = 
cp(z’) - (cp, * flK07 by W). Hence, d4 = (cpl * h K4 + (cp2 * f2W for z 
in (IJ;I-=, B(k)) u (A(n + 1) n B(n + 1)) = uzf_: A(k), as required. Further, 
ll(P21B(n+,)/la~dII(PlA(n+,~nRln+,,-~(P, *f;)lA(n+,,nB(n+,)lla IIIc/2llm 
by (4.11) and because A(n + 1) n B(n + 1) = A(n + l)\B(n). Hence 
2n + 1 
ll~2lB(,~+*)ll~ d ,;, Ck02n+‘-k 
> 
R. 
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Hence, when extended in this way, qr satisfies (4.9) with m = n + 1. Finally, 
ll(cp2 *.f;)l E(,l+l) A(rl+I,llx 
d IICPI ,“(?I + I ,n E(rz -I- I) -(cp, *f,)l A(,,+ l)nE(,r+ ‘)I/ % 
x II($* *fz)I By: (‘,) II ,1 
2n+ I 
< 1 Ck(pf2 ok, by (4.11) and (~2). 
k=O 
Hence this extension of cp2 satisfies (4.10) also. 
The foregoing is a recursive construction of cp, and (p2 as functions on 
iF. It remains to show that these functions have the required properties. 
First, it has been verified as the construction progressed that q(z) = 
(rp, *f,)(z) + (cpz * f2)(z) for each z in [F. Next, it may be verified, using the 
facts that q is in C,(P), $, is in C,(IF,) and that $2 is in C,,(lF r), that 
‘PII Ac,,j is in CdA(n)) for each n. Also, by (4.9), llv, IA~n~llm d 
(cF=-; Ck02” m2pk)R f or each n and, since 0 < 1 and lim, _ r: C,, = 0, it 
follows that lim, _ ,~ 11~~ ( A,n,JI r = 0. Hence ‘p, is in C,(F). Similarly, (p2 is 
in C,([F). Lastly, since Ck < IIqII 3c for each k, we have, by (4.9), that 
Il(~,l~(~)ll~c((C~=~~~O~~- 2pk) Ilcpllm R<R(l -@)-I llqllW for each IZ. 
Hence Jl’p, II z < R( 1 - 0) ~ ’ II cpll r and a similar argument shows that 
llq211 7[: has the same bound. 
We have shown that the map S: C,(F) @ C,( E) + C,(E) given by 
S(cp,, q2) = q, * f, + cpZ * ,f2 is surjective and that for each cp in C,(E) there 
is (cp,, (p2) in C,(~)OCd~) with lI(cp,, cp2)ll d R(1 --@I-, IlcpI13c such that 
(p=S(cp,,cp,). Now the adjoint of S, S*:I,(iF)+l,([F)@l’([F) is given by 
S*(f)=(f,*f,f2*f)andsatisfies Il~*(f)ll~R~‘(l-~)Ilflll. I 
This lemma has a couple of easily proved consequences which we shall 
mention before proceeding with the proof of maximality of J,. 
4.6. COROLLARY. Let f, and fi be non-zero functions in 1 ‘(iF) which are 
supported in F, and FY respectively, where F, F,, and IF, are as in 
Lemma4.5. Then the map (q,,q,) H(P,*~,+(P~*~~, C,(F)@C,(F)-+ 
C,([F)issurjectiueandthemapf F+ (f,*f,f2*f),l’(~)-Z’(~)ol,(~)is 
bounded below. 
Proof: Let s be the maximum value of I f,(x)1 for x in X. This maximum 
is attained because f, is a non-zero I’-function. Let E= {x~ X 1 I f,(x)1 = s}. 
Then E is a finite set because f, is a non-zero I’-function. Define a function 
Ic/ on [F, by putting Ii/(x) = f,(x)/(s’ IEI) for x in E and Ii/(x) =0 otherwise. 
Then $ is in CO(lFX) and 
(ICI *f,)(e) = c ‘h(Y) f,(Y) = 1. 
,IE x 
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Set = sup{ I.f~(x)l I XE IF,\E}. Then, since fi is an I’-function, t <s. 
Also, if x is not equal to e there is an element y which is not in E such that 
xy is in E (because [F, does not have any finite subgroups). Hence, if x is 
not equal to e, I($ * f, )(x)1 d 1 - ( 1 - t/s) 1 El ~ ’ < 1. Therefore there are 
constants R(=.Yv’JEJ~‘) and O(= l-(1-f/s)lEl-‘) such that fi 
satisfies the hypothesis of Lemma 4.5. 
A similar argument shows that f2 also satisfies the hypothesis, and so we 
may apply Lemma 4.5. 1 
This corollary provides a new proof of Corollary 2.4 in [39]. If we take 
f, =6,-d, and fZ=S~-~h, where a and b are generators of [Fz, then 4.6 
shows that C,(lF,) = C,([F,) * (6, - 6,) + C,([F,) * (6, - 6,). Hence we have 
the following. 
4.7. COROLLARY. There are no non-zero translation invariant linear 
functional.5 on C,( F,). 
In order to complete the proof of the maximality of J, it is necessary to 
introduce some notation. As before, let (a) be the subgroup of IF:, 
generated by a. Define a homomorphism Q: IF, + Z by putting Q(a) = 1 
and Q(b)=O, and let W denote the kernel of Q. Then W is a normal 
subgroup of [F,, IF, = (a). W and (a) n W = {e}. Hence [F, is the semi- 
direct product of (a) and W. 
Let x, = a pnban for each integer n. Then x, is in W for each n and it is 
easily seen that {..., x ,, x0, xl, x2, . ..} freely generates W. We will regard 
W as being the free group on the countably infinite number of generators 
. . . ) x , 1 x0> Xl, x2, ... . If CI is the automorphism of W determined by 
conjugation by a-‘, then c1 acts on the generators by CI(X,) = x, + , . Hence 
IF, is isomorphic to the semidirect product Z x, W. 
4.8. PROPOSITION. The ideal J, is maximal in %(F,). 
Proof. Let /J be in 9([F,) and be such that J, z J,. We shall show that 
this implies that supp(p)~ (a), f rom which it follows that J, G J,. 
For each integer j, let 8, denote the point mass at d. Let p be an integer 
and let E be positive. Then 6, - 6, is in J, and so we will have that 
ll(do-- 6,) * ((l/N) c,“=, P”)ll I <E for N sufficiently large. Hence, for such 
because p commutes with i 5 pk, 
k=l 
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Suppose that supp(p) g (u). We will show that, if t: and p are chosen 
appropriately, then 
for all sufficiently large N. This will contradict the above inequality. Hence 
we will have that supp(p) G (a). 
Decompose /J by writing p = C jh L ~5~ * /l,, where p, is a positive measure 
on W for each j and C,,, lIpjll, = 1. That is, express p as the sum of its 
restrictions to each of the W-cosets. Let N be a positive integer, which may 
be fixed later. Then we may also write (l/N) C,“=, # = CiEz 6, * v,, where 
v, is a positive measure on W for each ,j and CjaP IIvjll, = 1. The contolu- 
tion product of ,O and (l/N) Cf=, pk may also be expressed in this form, 
thatis,~*((1/N)C,N=I~k)=C,E76,*aj,whereforeachj, 
a,=6 -j* 
( 
1 (d,*&)*(djik*v., k) = c &k’*V,-k 
ktL > ktL 
and where ~2’ denotes &, * & * 6[. 
We now make approximations to o, (see (4.13) below) and to (T,, i (see 
4.15)) which will be valid if N is sufficiently large. Since CJE z ll~~ll, = 1, 
there is a positive integer K such that CiGl, ,,, , J~,ll, < 6. Since J, E J,, N 
may be chosen to be sufficiently large that 
~~@“-6,)*(;j, ir’);!,‘G for all j with ljl d K. (4.12) 
For such an N we will have that 
pi’ k, * (v,pk - \I,) 
where we have used the fact that l(~L:./~~~ll, = llpkll r, 
< c Iipkl/,E+2 c il&lll 
Ikl <K lkl > K 
< 3c. (4.13) 
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Let r be an integer and suppose that N is suffkiently large that 
(4.14) 
We will then have that for any integer S, 
(4.15) 
c lb ktH” Pk’ * (vr+j-v,) ./ t ‘I! il 1 
d 1 llpkll1 lIvr+jcv,l/l, 
j,kcL 
=(zz lipkill)( zz ~iv~+iyvf~~~) 
=l.(;(6~--6,)*(~~~ii*)1<&. 
These approximations now yield that 
> c c pp+i-k’* v,+j- 1 pypk’*VI -6E, Ii II by (4.13), jtR ktL keE 1 
> 1 1 (&+,-k)-@k))* V, -7E, 
jEI il keZ II 1 
by (4.15) if N is sufficiently large that (4.14) is satisfied with r = p, 
1 =- 
2 = {II IEB 
k;z (pLjp+4+j-Q-py+f-k)) * v,+~ , 
Ii 
+ 1 (pp+j-k)-pif-k)) * ~~11, 
II ksH 
for any choice of integer q, 
>‘j?Z {iik?Z (” 
(p+q+i-k)- (y+j-k)) * v. 
pk I 
II I 
+ 1 (pp+j-k) -pLl;i-k)) * vj 
II keL II I 
- BE, (4.16) 
1 
by (4.15) if N is sufficiently large that (4.14) is satisfied with r = q. 
Note that (4.16) holds provided that N is sufficiently large to satisfy 
certain conditions depending on p, E, and q, We now assign values to p and 
q in a way which depends only on p. 
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Consider the measure Ch t I pi ’ ,, which is completely determined 
by p. It is a probability measure on W and is equal to ci, if and 
only if supp(p) _C (a). Since we are supposing that supp(,u) + (cI), 
CkEz~Lpk'f~c. Hence Ckcl~k ,Pk, = (1 - c) 6, + p, where p is a positive 
function on W \ {e 1 and c = llpll, > 0. Choose a finite subset, S, of Dil such 
that the restriction of p to S has norm greater than g. c. Let h be an 
integer such that S is contained in the subgroup E = (x h, x hf,, .-,,x 1, 
x0, XI 3 . . . . x,, -,, x,,). (Recall that W = (..., x ~,, x0, x,, x2, . ..).) Choose p 
to be 2h + 1 and q to be 2p + 1. It then follows that cP(E) n E = {e} and 
that x4( (cP(E), E)) n (aP(E), IE) = (e}, where (cP(lE), E) denotes the 
subgroup of W generated by c?(E) and IE. These facts are important for the 
proof of the inequality given below in (4.18). 
Let f denote the restriction of CkEB (~~~h’-~(:~k’) to (cL~([E), fE). Then 
IICktL (pp ~k)-~~Pk,)-fll, < i.(‘. Let $’ be the function in 
C,( (up(E), E)) defined as follows: if x is in S, then $‘(x) = - 1; if x is in 
a”(s), then $‘(x) = 1; and for all other x, G’(x) = 0. Then it may be shown, 
using the fact that (rP(E)n E= {r}, that ($‘*f)(e)>2.$.~-2.&.c= 
i.c and that, if x#e, then ($’ *f)(x) < g.c + &.c= c. Hence there is a 
function rl/ in C,( (a”(E), E)), $ being a scalar multiple of ,,V, such that 
(‘b *f)(e) = 1; I($ * f)(x)l < 4 if x#e; 
and II,,II,<~~c~‘. (4.17) 
Now let f,“‘= 6 my * f * 6, and $,y, = 6, * II/ * 6 my. Then f,“, is sup- 
ported in a”((a”(E), E)), lJCktL (~~+Y~k)-~~~k’)-f(Y’l~, <$.c and 
f(4) and (I/,y’ satisfy (4.17). Therefore, for each v in 1 ‘(W), we have 
I( 
& (PP+y-k)-Pk (qpk’l) * i.11, + ;I( k;z (pyk’-p:-k’) 
> !I’ 
* v 
31/f’Y~*~ll,+ll.f*~Ill-~~~‘/l~//l 
>f.c+ llvll,-$.c. I/VI/,, by (4.17) and Lemma 4.5, 
=&c+q,. (4.18) 
Finally, let E be $. c. Then E depends only on p. Hence, by (4.16), we 
have that for all sufficiently large N, 
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where we have used the facts that 11 f”‘ll, = I/ fli ,, (f * g)(j) =f”’ * g”‘, 
and (fCk))(J) =f(i+k). Hence 
by (4.18) and because Ilv~.~“ll I = IIvJ 1, 
= E. 
This is the anticipated contradiction. Therefore, supp(p) E (a) and it 
follows that J, G J,. @ 
4.9. EXAMPLE. For the next example, let p be an absolutely continuous 
probability measure on the connected Lie group SL(2, R). Now SL(2, IR) 
acts on R2 by matrix multiplication and, consequently, acts on the set of 
all rays through the origin, which we shall identify with the circle, s, and 
acts on the set of all lines through the origin, which we shall identify with 
the one-dimensional projective space [FD. The actions of X(2, R) on s and 
~ are transitive. 
By [ 10, Theorem 5.2 and the remarks following it], these two ,X,(2, R)- 
spaces are the only possibilities for the Poisson space 17 corresponding to 
p. Hence, by Proposition 2.3, there is an isometric isomorphism 
T: L’(SL(2, R))/J,-+L’(X, q), where X is s or [Fo and q is a quasi- 
invariant measure on X. Since SL(2, R) acts transitively on S and P the 
measure class of q is uniquely determined (by [24, Theorem 1.1 I). 
Let z = ( -A -y). Then z is in the centre of SL(2, R) and z2 = e. Put 
p = $(Sf - Sz) and q = $(S, + 6;). Then p and q are idempotent measures on 
SL(2,R), I~pI/=l=~~q~~, p*q=O, and p*f=f*p and q*f=f*q for 
every f in L’(SL(2, R)). Put p’ = q * p. Then ,u’ is a probability measure on 
SL(2, R) and J,EJ,~ because 6p-p=((6,-p++‘)* (6,-p’). 
Suppose first that I/p * ((l/n) Ct= 1 #)[I 1 = 1 for every n. Then 
IIp*p+JPII=l. Hence v=T(p+J,) and d,.v=T(d,*c(+J,) are 
mutually singular probability measures on X. Since 6,. i = A for every 
measure A on P, it follows that, in this case, X is s. Hence also, p * p does 
not belong to J, but p * ,D * p’ = p * q * p2 = 0, from which it follows that 
p * ,U is in J,,. Therefore J,, properly contains J,, and so Jti is not maximal. 
On the other hand, suppose that IIp * ((l/n) Zz=, pk)ll, < 1 for some n. 
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because p is a central idempotent, 
-0 as j-+a. 
Hence p * p belongs to J, and ,u + J, = 6, * p+ J,. Since dz commutes with 
f; it follows that f+ J,, = d2 * f+ J, for each f in L’(SL(2, R)). Therefore 
6; .A =A for every 1 in Li(X, q) and so, in this case, X= aD. 
Now P is a boundary for SL(2, R) in the sense defined in Chapter I of 
[lo]. Hence, by Theorem 2.3 of [ 121 there is a unique ,n-stationary proba- 
bility measure v on P and this measure satisfies {f~ L’(SL(2, R))) f . v = O> 
= J,. Let p’ be such that J,, 3 J,. Then p’ may be supposed to be abso- 
lutely continuous by Proposition 2.7 and so there is a unique p’-stationary 
probability measure v’ on [la such that J,,= (f~ L’(SL(2, R)) 1 f .v’=O}. 
Since J, c J,, , p’ is also ,n-stationary. Hence v’ = v and J,, = J,. Therefore 
J, is maximal in $,(SL(2, R)) and in y(SL(2, R)). 
We thus have that, for each absolutely continuous probability measure 
p on SL(2, R), either L’(SL(2, R))/J,r L’(s, q), in which case J, is not 
maximal, or L’(SL(2, R))/J, z L’(P, r~), in which case J, is maximal. More 
generally, it is shown in Theorem 5.2 of [lo] that whenever G is a semi- 
simple Lie group with finite centre there are only a finite number of 
possibilities for the Poisson space. To any such group there corresponds a 
certain G-space called the maximal boundary, B(G), of G on which G acts 
transitively (see [ 10, Theorem 1.4]), and B(G) has a finite number of 
covering spaces. It is shown in Theorem 5.2 that, if p is an absolutely con- 
tinuous probability measure on G, then the Poisson space corresponding to 
p is one of these covering spaces. A similar argument to the one given 
above will show that JP is maximal if and only if L’(G)/J, z L’(B(G), q), 
where 4 is a quasi-invariant measure on B(G). However, the fact that J, is 
maximal if L’(G)/J, g L’(B(G), v) is not the reason that the term “maxi- 
mal” is applied to B(G). The maximal boundary is called “maximal” 
because any boundary of G is an equivariant image of B(G) (see [ 10, 
Theorem 1.51). 
An order relation is defined on G-spaces in [ 1, Definition 1.61. If n and 
I7’ are two G-spaces, then 17 is said to be greater than n’ if there is an 
equivariant surjection form Z7 onto 17’. Thus, if G is a semisimple Lie 
group with finite centre, then B(G) is “maximal” because it is the largest 
G-space amongst the boundaries of G. However, B(G) is minimal amongst 
the Poisson spaces of G, because every Poisson space is a covering space 
of B(G). It is the latter which is connected with the order relation on ideals 
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of the form J,, for an argument similar to the one given above for the case 
when G is SL(2, R) will show that, if J, E J,., then the Poisson space 
corresponding to p is greater than the Poisson space corresponding 
to p’. 
Let us consider once more the example when G is X(2, R), and let ,u 
and p’ in YU(SL(2, R) be such that J,, G J,,. We have seen that there is only 
one p-stationary probability measure on P and that this fact implies that, 
if P is the Poisson space corresponding to p and $, then J, = J,,. Now 
suppose that $?i s the Poisson space corresponding to p and $, and let v 
be a p-stationary probability measure on S. Then convex combinations of 
v and 6_. v are the only p-stationary probability measures on s because, if 
there were more, then there would be two distinct p-stationary probability 
measures on P. Let v’ = ZQ’ + Jlls). Then v’ is a $-stationary probability 
measure on S and is also p-stationary because J,! c J,,. Hence v’ is a con- 
vex combination of v and 6, . v. Since v’ and 6; . v’ are mutually singular it 
follows that v’ is either v or 6;. v, and so J, = J,.. Hence, if p and $ have 
the same Poisson space and J, E J,,, then J, = J,.. 
It is also easily seen that if CL, p’, and $’ are in Ya(SL(2, R)) and are such 
that J, s J,,, and J, s J,,,, then J,, = J,,.. Hence, ideals in $JSL(2, R)) 
either are maximal or they are properly contained in exactly one ideal. In 
other words, each chain in the partially ordered set yO(SL(2, R)) has 
length one and chains intersect only at maximal elements. There are many 
maximal ideals in y<,(SL(2, R)), each of which may contain many non- 
maximal ones. This discussion has yielded no information about the num- 
ber of maximal elements in J$(SL(~, R)). In determining this number it 
would obviously be useful to know which probability measures on P are 
p-stationary for some p. It would also be interesting to know how many 
elements of B;,(SL(2, R)) are contained in each maximal one. The order 
structure of 2j(G) may be described in a similar way whenever G is a semi- 
simple Lie group with finite centre. 
There are some other cases in which the order structure of y(G) may be 
described to some extent. If G is amenable and separable, then LA(G) is the 
maximum element in f(G). An easy way to obtain an ideal J, which is 
properly contained in LA(G) is to choose p to be supported in a proper 
closed subgroup of G. Suppose that p is supported in a proper, closed 
subgroup, H, of G, so that p may be regarded as a probability measure 
on H, and suppose further that J,(H) E [L’(H) * (6,-p)] = LA(H). 
Then J,(G)- [L’(G) * (6,-p)] = {fcL’(G) 1 ~Hf(~y)dm,(y)=O, a.e. 
(mc)x E G}, where mH and m, denote Haar measure on H and G, respec- 
tively (see [ 17, Chap. III, 4.44.6). If G is compact (see [21; 34; or 15, 
Theorem 3.2.11) or abelian (see [3]), then J, has this form for every p in 
9(G) and so y(G) is isomorphic to the lattice of closed subgroups of G. 
If p is absolutely continuous, then the support of p generates an open 
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subgroup of G. Hence, if G is abelian or compact, then 2U(G) is isomorphic 
to the lattice of open subgroups of G. See [l, 161 for some results which 
show that A,(G) is isomorphic to the lattice of open subgroups of G if G 
is nilpotent or a connected Lie group with polynomial growth. 
There are many examples to show that y(G) may be more complicated 
if G is amenable but is not one of these types. In particular, there are 
soluble groups (see [S, Examples 6.2, 6.6; or 1, theoreme V.41) and there 
are locally finite groups (see [S, Example 6.71) for which there is an ideal 
J,, which is properly contained in LA(G) and yet G is generated by the 
support of p. 
Next, let us consider $(lF,). As in the first example, let p = $(6, + S, + 
6,-1 +S,-1). Then J, is maximal in $(iF2). It is easily verified that p2 has 
its support on words of even length and that the set of all words of even 
length forms a proper subgroup of IF,. It follows that JhIz is properly 
contained in J,. Now the subgroup consisting of words of even length is 
the kernel of the homomorphism from [F, to Z/2Z defined by a~ 1 + 22 
and h H 1 + 2Z. Hence this examples is a special case of the following 
construction, which is given in Section 4.3 of [ 131. 
Let h: [F, + H be a surjective group homomorphism such that the 
random walk on H determined by the image of p is recurrent. This will be 
the case if H is abelian or finite, for example. Let N be the kernel of h. 
Then, by Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2 of [ 131, there is a p’ in P(N) such that 
J,,,(N) = J, n 1 l(N), where we are regarding l’(N) as a subalgebra of [‘(IF,) 
and where J,,(N) and J,,(F,) are defined as above. It follows that J,,(lF,) = 
f’(IF,) * J,,,(N) = I’([F,) * (J, n I’(N)) is properly contained in J,,. Further- 
more, if h, and h, are two such homomorphisms and ker h, s ker h, and 
p’ and p” are the corresponding measures on ker h, and ker h,, respec- 
tively, then J,. c J,,,,, with equality if and only if ker h, = ker h2. Thus there 
are many elements of ~5(5,) contained in J, (other than (0) = Jh,). 
An obvious question is whether this is the only way in which one ideal 
in Y([F,) may be contained in another. In particular, is there a p’ in P(lF,) 
whose support generates iF, and which is such that J,, is properly 
contained in J,, where p = a(S, + 6, + 6, I +6,-l)? 
In contrast to the above discussion, the elements of $([F,) contained in 
the maximal ideal J, (see the second example) are easily listed. It may be 
shown that, if J,. E J,, then p’ is supported in (a). Therefore, if J,, E J, 
then J,, = Jan for some n = 1, 2, 3, . . . or J,,, = (0). The order relation on 
these ideals is that J,, c J,, if and only if m divides n. 
5. THE QUOTIENT BY A NORMAL SUBGROUP 
Let N be a closed, normal subgroup of the locally compact group G and 
let h: G + G/N be the quotient map. Then h(p) belongs to B(G/N) when- 
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ever p is in Y(G). Let T,,,: L’(G) + L’(G/N) be the corresponding surjec- 
tive Banach algebra homomorphism (see [31, Chap. 3, Section 5.31). It is 
clear that T,(J,) c Jhcr,) and so T, induces a surjective, left L1 (G)-module 
homomorphism R,: L’( G)/J, -+ L’( G/N)/Jh(,, . Proposition IV.4(a) in [ 1 ] 
allows an alternative definition of R,. It is shown there that there is a sur- 
jective, equivariant map h: n, -+ nhclr) and h determines a left 
L’(G)-module homomorphism from L’(Z7,, vp) onto L’(Z7h(Uc), vhcp)). This 
homomorphism is just R, under the isomorphisms of L’(D,,, v~) with 
L’(G)IJ, and L’(~w, VW) with L’(GIWJW. 
If the kernel of TN is contained in J,, then R, and h will be 
isomorphisms. In propositions IV.2 and IV.4(b) of [l] it is shown that 
when p is in YO(G) and is non-degenerate, R, is an isomorphism if N is 
compact or is the centre of G. Some examples in this section will illustrate 
that this may no longer be true if ~1 is degenerate. However, it is almost 
true if N is compact as will be shown in Proposition 5.2 below. 
At the end of the section it will be shown that R, is an isomorphism if 
J,, is maximal in y(G) and N is amenable. 
The begin, we shall need the following 
5.1. LEMMA. Let G be a locally compact group, K be a compact normal 
subgroup qf G and S be an open semigroup which generates G. Then 
S’S n K is an open subgroup of K which is normal in G and there is an ele- 
ment, s, in S such that S’Sn K=s-‘SnK. 
There is a compact set C contained in S which has non-empty interior and 
satisfies C( S - IS n K) = C. 
Proof Put 2 = SUP,,~ m(s- ‘Sn K), where m = mK, which is the 
normalized Haar measure on K. Then 2 < 1 and ;1 is strictly positive 
because, for every s in S, s- ‘S n K is an open subset of K which is not 
empty because it includes e. We show first that the supremum, 1, is 
attained. 
Choose a sequence (s,,)z= , in S such that m(s;‘S n K) > A( 1 - (k)n+ ‘) 
for each n. For each n let Un=(,s,_i ...sZs,))l (s;‘SnK)(s,~, . ..s2s1). 
Then, for each n, U, is an open subset of K which contains e because K is 
a normal subgroup of G. Further, since K is compact, 
m(U,)=m(s,;‘SnK)>A(l -(i)““). (5.1) 
Now s,(s; ‘S n K) is contained in S for each n and so 
s,(s;‘SnK)s, ,(s,I,SnK)...s,(s,‘SnK) 
= s,,s,, ~~ , ~~~S,U,U,-,~~~U,~S, 
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where s,s,, , .. s, is in S and U,, U,, , .. U, is a subset of K. Since e 
belongs to U,, for each n, (U,, U,, ~, ... U,);:: , is an increasing sequence of 
open subsets of K. 
The sequence (s,,),:=, was chosen in such a way as to ensure that 
m(i, u,,)>i(f+(fr’ ‘) for each k. (5.2) 
We prove this by induction on k. That (5.2) holds when k = 1 follows 
immediately from (5.1). Now suppose that (5.2) holds for some integer k. 
Then 
m(“k+‘u(b, ‘11)) 
=m(Uk+,)+m /j u L, 
by (5.1) and the induction hypothesis, and so 
Sinceebelongsto U,,foreachn, U,+,u(n~=, U,)cUk,,Uk...Ui,U,and 
so m(U,,,U,... U,U,)>A(~+(~)“+‘)-rn(niZ: U,). On the other hand, 
u U,~~~U,U,~(S. k+l h+,Sk...SZS,)-~‘SnK and so m(U,+,U,‘..U,U,) 
Q il. Hence, 
It follows from (5.2) that m( n,f:, U,) > L/2. 
Let U = lJ,“= , ( U, . . U, U, ). Then U is the union of an increasing 
sequence of open subsets and m(U) 3 lim, m( U,) = 1. Now let W= 
{k E K 1 kUg U}, which is a semigroup in K. Then n,y=, U,, c W because 
cnz, wk-~~2~,~~m,, U, . . . Uz U, for each m. Since m( n,“= , U,) 
> 42 > 0, (n;=, U,)’ has non-empty interior and so there is an open 
semigroup, W ‘, contained in W. Now an open semigroup in a compact 
group is in fact a subgroup and so W’ is an open subgroup of K contained 
in W. As W’ U 5 U and W’ is an open subgroup of K, U is the union of 
a finite number of cosets of W’. Since an open subgroup is closed, it 
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follows that U is closed and is thus compact. Therefore, there is an integer 
N such that 
u= 0 (U,U,- , ... U,U,)= u,u,-, ... u*u,. 
II=1 
If we put s =sNs,+, ... sZs, we have that U=s-‘SnK and m(U)=A= 
suple s m(t ~ ‘S n K); that is, the supremum is attained. 
Next we use this fact to show that U is a normal subgroup of G. Since 
S is a semigroup, we have S z SUSU = s*(s- ’ Us) U, where s* is in S and 
where (s ~ ’ Us) U c K because K is normal in G. Hence, by the definition of 
A, m( (s-’ Us) U) 6 A. On the other hand, UC (s-l Us) U because e belongs 
to s-‘Us and so m((splUs)U)>m(U)=i. Hence m((s-‘Us)U)=l= 
m(s-‘Us) =m(U). Now sp’Us is the union of a finite number of cosets of 
spl W’s and U is the union of a finite number of cosets of W’. It follows 
that each of U, SC’ Us, and (s-‘US) U is the union of a finite number of 
cosets of W’ n s-l W’s, which is an open subgroup of K. Since 
UG(S~‘US)U, s-‘USG(S~‘US)U, and all three sets have the same 
m-measure, we have that U = (s-’ Us) U = s-- ’ Us. Therefore U* = U, so 
that U is an open subgroup of K and s belongs to the normalizer in G 
of u. 
Now let t be any element of S. Then S z sUtsU = sts( (ts) - ’ Uts) U, sts is 
in S, and ((ts)- ’ Uts) U E K. The argument used in the above paragraph 
shows that (ts)-’ Uts = U, and so ts belongs to the normalizer in G of U. 
Since, as we have already seen, s belongs to the normalizer of U, we have 
that t belongs to the normalizer for every t in S. Hence U is normal in the 
group generated by S, which is G. 
To complete the proof of the first part of the lemma we show that 
U=SF’Sn K. Let t be in Sand let V= t-‘Sn K. Then SzsUtV=stUV, 
because U is normal in G. Hence m( UV) < A. Since U c UV, it follows that 
m( UV\ U) = 0 and then, since UV\ U is open, it follows that UVc U. 
Therefore VG U and so S’S n Kc U. 
Finally, since S is open and s-‘Sn K is compact, there is a compact set 
B, containing s which has non-empty interior and satisfies B(s- ‘S n K) c S. 
Put C=B(sr’SnK). [ 
It is necessary to introduce some more notation before proving Proposi- 
tion 5.2. For each p in 64$(G), let S, be the set of all x in G for which there 
is a neighbourhood, U, of x such that the Radon-Nikodym derivative of $’ 
with respect to Haar measure, d$‘/dm, is essentially bounded away from 
zero on U for some integer n (see [ 1, Definition IV.21). Then it is clear that 
S, is a non-empty open semigroup in G. It is also clear that if x belongs 
to the support of p, then S,x c S,. Hence, S; ‘S, 2 S; ‘S,x 3 x, because e 
belongs to S/1’S, (see [ 1, Remarque IV.31). Therefore the support of p is 
contained in S, IS/,. 
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5.2. PROPOSITION. Let G be a locally compact group, K be a compact, 
normal subgroup of G, and p be in pa(G). Suppose that the support qf p 
generates G. Then there is an open subgroup, L, of K which is normal in G 
such that, if pLI = p * mL, then J,l, = J,, 
It follows that, if h: G + G/L is the quotient map, then the induced map 
R,: L’(G)/J, + L’(GIL)/J,,,,, is an isomorphism. 
Proof Since supp(p) z S; ‘S,, S, generates G. Hence, if we put 
L = SI; ‘S, n K, then, by Lemma 5.1, L is an open subgroup of K which is 
normal in G. In order to show that J,, = J,, we shall first introduce two new 
probability measures ,u” and $“. 
Now let C be a compact subset of S with non-empty interior such that 
CL = C. Then, by the definition of S, and since C is compact, there is a 
convex combination of powers of p, p” = l/n, C;f-=, pk, such that dp”Jdm is 
bounded away from zero on C. It is clear that J: = J,. 
Hence, we may choose a positive measure, x, such that p” 3 x and dx/dm 
is a scalar multiple of the characteristic function of C. Since dx/dm is 
constant on L-cosets, x * mL = x. 
Put p”’ = (6, - (CL” - x)) -’ * x. Then p”’ belongs to pa(G) because p” - x 
is positive. Since 6, - p” = (6, - (11” - x)) * (6, - p”‘), where 6, - (p” - x) is 
invertible, J,,... = J,,. = J,. Furthermore, mL * p”’ = p”’ * mL, because mL is 
the centre of M(G), and so 
Hence 
mL * p”’ = (6, - (pL)I - A)) ~’ * x * mL = p”’ 
mL * (P”‘)~ 
> 
-0 as m-03, 
and so J,, E J,.,, = J,. On the other hand, 
because mL is idempotent and central, and the right-hand side tends to 
zero as m + co, whence J, E Jr,,. Therefore J,, = J,. 
Now the kernel of TL is the closed linear span of {f-f * 6,I f~ L’(G), 
x E L) as is shown in [ 1, VIII. 2.51, and for each x in L, 6, * mL = mL. 
Hence (f-f*6,)*~‘=(f--f*6,)*~~*m~=O. Therefore the kernel of 
T, is contained in J, and the map R,, induced by T,, is an isomorphism. 1 
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An alternative proof for Proposition 5.2 is to deduce it from Lemma 5.1 
and Theo&me IV.1 in [ 11, just as Proposition IV.2 in [l] follows from 
Theo&me IV.l. However, the proof given here is much shorter than, and 
uses quite different methods to, the proof of Theoreme IV.l. 
The conclusion of Proposition 5.2 is weaker than that of Proposition 
IV.2 in [l] in that we must be restricted to an open subgroup L of K. That 
this restriction is necessary may be seen by considering an example with 
G=W2,~), K={(:,:h-:, -:I>, and p any absolutely continuous 
probability measure supported in the open semigroup of matrices with 
positive entries (see Section 4). 
Proposition IV.2 in [ 1 ] also implies that, if p is non-degenerate and N 
is the centre of G, then R, is an isomorphism. That the non-degeneracy 
condition is essential in this case is shown by the following. 
5.3. EXAMPLE. Let G be the discrete group of 2 x 2 matrices generated 
by u=(i :) and b=( A if*) and let p = i(S, + 6,). Then z = ab-‘abaplb-’ 
= (i :) belongs to the centre of G. Let Z be the subgroup of G generated 
by z. We shall show that, if N is any subgroup of Z which has more than 
one element, then R,,, is not an isomorphism. For this it will suffice to show 
that S-‘SnZ= {(AT)}, h w ere S is the semigroup generated by a and 6. 
Let S* be the semigroup Su {(A y)}. 
Let c be a matrix in S and let it be a product of m a’s and n b’s in some 
order. Then c = (‘0” &), where 2” x is an integer. Now suppose that c = UC’, 
where c’ belongs to S*. Then c’ = ( 2mm’ )0 2-n), where 29 is an integer. Hence 
x=2y+2-” and so 2”-’ x = 2”~ + 4, which is not an integer. On the other 
hand, suppose that c = bc”, where c” belongs to S*. Then c” = (‘,” 2m,‘m1,), 
where 2”-‘w is an integer. Hence x=w+~~‘~-‘) and so 2”-lx= 
2”- ‘w + 1, which is an integer. Therefore, whenever c = (‘,” 21,) belongs to 
S, C-ac’, where c’ is in S*, if 2”- lx is not an integer and c = bc”, where 
c” is in S*, if 2”- ‘x is an integer. 
Now let zk be in Sp’Sn Z. Then there is a matrix c = (T &) in S such 
that zkc = ( 2m’k 2kx 0 k-n) is also in S. Now 2”-k-‘(2k~) is an integer if and only 
if 2 ’ - ‘x is an integer. Hence zkc will be of the form ad’ or bd” accordingly 
as c is of the form ac’ or bc”, where d’, d”, c’, and c” belong to S*. 
Suppose k # 0 and choose c to be of minimum length (that is, minimize 
m +n) such that c and zkc are in S. If c=ac’, where c’ is in S*, then 
zkc=ad’ for some d’ in S*. Since z is in the centre of G, it follows that 
zkc’ = d’, where c’ and d’ are in S*. In fact, c’ and d’ must be in S because, 
if either was the identify matrix, then zk or zpk would belong to S which 
is not the case as zk is a scalar matrix and elements of S are not scalar. 
Now zkc’ = d’, where c’ and d’ are in S and the length of c’ is less than that 
of c, which is a contradiction. A contradiction results in a similar way if 
c = bc”. 
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Therefore, if k # 0, there is no element, c, in S such that z“c is also in S. 
In other words, S-‘SnZ= {(A ‘f)}. 
5.4. Remark. Let G be a connected group. Then, by the theorem in 
Section 4.6 of [26], there is a compact, normal subgroup K, of G such that 
G/K is a Lie group. If p belongs to $(B), then, by Proposition 5.2, 
L’(WJp = LIPW)IJq,,,~ where L is an open subgroup of K which is 
normal in G and q(p) is the direct image of p under the quotient map 
q: G + G/L. It follows that the p-boundary of G is isomorphic, as a 
G-space, to the q(p)-boundary of G/L. Since L has finite index in K, G/L 
will be a Lie group. Hence, every G-space which arises as a p-boundary of 
G for some p is a boundary of some Lie group which is a quotient of G. 
In the other direction, if K is a compact, normal subgroup of G and CL’ 
belongs to Pa(G/K), then there is a p in pa(G) such that L’(G)/J, ‘Y 
L’(G/K)/J$ For example, one such p has Radon-Nikodym derivative 
(&/dm,)(x) = (dp’/dm,,,)(q(x)), (x E G), where q is the quotient map of G 
onto G/K. Hence, every G-space which arises as a boundary of G/K is a 
p-boundary of G for some p. 
Thus, in order to determine, for each connected group G, which G-spaces 
are p-boundaries for some p in pa(G), it is necessary and sufftcient to 
do this for each connected Lie group G. This has been done if G is a 
connected, semisimple Lie group, see [ 10, Theorem 5.21. However, the 
situation when G is soluble is more complicated, see [l, Section V.51. 
Let p belong to pa(G) and suppose that the support of p generates G. 
Then G is a-compact. Now, by a result of Kakutani and Kodaira, 
Theorem 11.8.7 in [17], if G is o-compact, then there is a compact, normal 
subgroup, K, of G such that G/K is separable. (see also [20; 26, 
Theorem 2.61). 
Hence, by the proposition, there is a compact, normal subgroup, L, of 
G such that G/L is separable and L’(G)/J,, N L’(G/L)/J,,,,. It follows in 
particular that L’(G)/J, is separable. 
Hence, if ,U is absolutely continuous, then any requirement hat G be 
separable, as is made in [ 11, for example, is redundant. Also, if p is 
absolutely continuous and its support generates G, then the p-boundary 
may be taken to be a separable topological space and a standard Bore1 
space, even if G is not separable (see the proof of Theorem 2.1). 
If we do not suppose that the support of p generates G, but do require 
that p be in pa(G), then L’( G)/J, will be separable if and only if G is 
a-compact. 
If Jp happens to be maximal in j(G), then the conclusion of Proposi- 
tion 5.2 may be strengthened. The next proposition shows that, if J, is 
maximal and N is an amenable, normal subgroup of G, then ker T, s 1,. 
The proposition extends Theorem 1.2(b), which asserts that if G is 
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amenable, then LA(G) is the unique maximal element in 2(G) and the 
method of proof is similar to that of the theorem. 
PROPOSITION. Let N be an amenable normal subgroup of the separable 
1ocall.v compact group G and let Tn. . L’(G) + L’(G/N) be the usual map. Let 
u be in .9’(G) (resp. PO(G), C&(G)). Then there is a u’ in P(G) (resp. Pa(G), 
Pd(G)) such that ker T, s J,, and J, c J,,, . 
In particular, if J, is maximal in y(G), then ker T, c J, and the induced 
map R,: L’(G)/J, li L’(G/N)/J,,,, is an isomorphism. 
Proof: Let q: G + G/N be the quotient map and q(u) be the direct 
image of ,U under q. Let J= TN ‘(J,(,,). Then, since T, is an algebra 
homomorphism, J is a closed. left ideal in L’(G) and Jit and ker T, are 
contained in J. We shall show that there is a p’ in Y(G) (resp. pa(G), 
Yd(G)) such that J= J,,. 
Let fit f2, . . . . fn be in J and choose E > 0. Then TN( f;) belongs to JyCp) 
for each i and so there is an integer K such that 
Since T, is an algebra homomorphism 
Hence, for each i= 1, 2, . . . . n, there is a gj in ker T, such that 
Now by [31, 111.6.41, ker T, is the closed, linear span of {f-f* 6, I f~ 
L’(G), x E N}. Since N is amenable, it follows, by [31, VIII.6.11, that, if g 
belongs to ker T,, there is a discrete probability measure, I,‘, which has 
finite support contained in N, such that 11 g * 2’11  < s/2. Hence, by the argu- 
ment used in Proposition 1.3, there is a discrete probability measure, A, 
with support contained in N such that 11 fi * ((l/K) C,“= l ,u~) * 111 I <E, for 
i = 1, 2, . . . . n. 
Put p” = ((l/K) I,“=, pk) * 2. Then p” is absolutely continuous if p is 
and is discrete if ,u is. Also, 
f-f*/Y=f* 
which belongs to J, + ker TN Y&J, and 
d(fifi, J,,.) < 6 for i= 1, 2, . . . . n. 
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Hence, the hypotheses of Lemma 1.1 are satisfied if we let X = J and 
F= {KEY (resp. q,(G), e!(G)) I J,,%J}. Therefore, by Lemma 1.1, 
there is a measure $ in 9(G) (resp. pUpa( $(G)) such that J=J,,,. 
5.6. Remark. The requirement in this proposition that G be separable 
is only necessarily for the discrete measures case. The proposition is also 
valid for the wider class of a-compact groups in the case when p belongs 
to 9(G) or $(G). This may, be shown by applying the theorem of 
Kakutani and Kodaira mentioned in Remark 5.4. 
6. OPEN PROBLEMS 
This last section is a list and discussion of some open problems concern- 
ing ideals of the form J,, which are suggested by some of the results in the 
paper. 
The first two are rather technical and have already been mentioned in 
earlier sections. In Section 1 we saw that the amenability of G could be 
characterized in terms of the order structure of y(G)- or f,(G) but this 
characterization was not proved for yd(G). The first question is whether 
there is such a characterization. 
6.1. Problem. Let G be a separable locally compact group. Does jd(G) 
have a unique maximal element only if G is amenable? 
In Section 2 we saw that the condition that p be absolutely continuous 
could, in many respects, be replaced by the weaker one that J, be modular. 
This condition is strictly weaker because, as is shown in [27], there are 
ideals, J,, , which are modular but such that there is no absolutely 
continuous probability measure, p’, with J,,, = J,. Many theorems about 
random walks on groups assume that /J is absolutely continuous. For 
example, Furstenberg’s description of the boundary of a random walk on 
a semisimple Lie group, which is referred to in Section 4 (see [lo, 
Theorem 5.2]), and Proposition 5.2 above apply only when p is absolutely 
continuous. An obvious question is the following. 
6.2. Problem. Which results about random walks which assume that p 
is absolutely continuous remain true if it is supposed only that J,, is 
modular? 
The description of the boundary of a random walk on a semisimple Lie 
group can be extended to the case when Jp is modular (see [27]).+ This 
extension involves translating Furstenberg’s probabilistic argument into an 
algebraic one. It is not known whether Proposition 5.2 can be extended in 
this way. 
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In Section 3 it is shown that, if JJI is order modular, which is the case if 
p is a non-degenerate probability measure, then 
L;(G)=[L’(G)*@-p)]- +[@,-p)*L’(G)]- (see Theorem 3.8). 
One consequence of this is that every element of LA(G) is a sum of two 
products (see Corollary 3.10), which is an improvement on the main 
theorem in [36]. It would be useful to prove a version of Theorem 3.8 for 
measures supported on normal subgroups of G, that is, to relativize 
Theorem 3.8 in the sense in which that term is used in Section 5, Chap- 
ter IV of [31]. To explain, let N be a closed, normal subgroup of G and 
let T,: L’(G) + L’(G/N) be the map defined in 111.4.6 of [31]. Then T, is 
the surjective algebra homomorphism induced by the quotient map 
G -+ G/N and so ker T, is a closed, two-sided ideal in L’(G). 
6.3. Problem’. (a) Let p be a probability measure on G which is 
supported in N and suppose that J,(N) is order modular in L’(N) (or sup- 
pose that ,D is non-degenerate on N). Is 
ker T,= [L’(G) * (d,-p)lp + [(SC,--p) * L’(G)]- ? 
(b) If (a) is not true, is there some probability measure p with 
support in N such that 
kerT,=[L1(G)*(6,-p)]m +[(8,-p)*L1(G)IP? (6.1) 
There are some cases in which (b) may be answered in the affirmative. 
First, if N is amenable, then any p supported on N which is ergodic on N 
will satisfy ker TN= [L’(G) * (6,-p)]- and so will also satisfy (6.1). 
Second, let G be IF,, the free group on two generators, N be the commuta- 
tor subgroup of [F, and p be the probability measure on N constructed in 
Section 4.3 of [ 131. Then it is not difficult to show that (6.1) is satisfied in 
this case. 
The second example has an application to a factorization problem. If I 
is an ideal with codimension two in L’( IF,) then ker T, g I and it follows 
from (6.1) that each element of I is a sum of three products. For this special 
case where G is generated by two elements this is a much sharper result 
than that given in [37], where it is shown that each element of 1 will be 
a sum of about seventeen products. If a probability measure satisfying (6.1) 
could be found in the case when G is the free group on a countably infinite 
number of generators and N is the commutator subgroup of G, then it 
could be shown that all codimension two ideals in group L’-algebras 
factor, which would greatly sharpen and extend Theorem 1 from [37]. 
Unfortunately, the method by which the probability measure on [F, is con- 
structed in [ 131 uses the fact that [F, is generated by two elements in a 
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crucial way, Some other method would have to be used to construct a 
measure on the commutator subgroup of the free group on infinitely many 
generators which satisfies (6.1). 
Theorem 1.2 suggests that the sets of ideals $(G) and 2(,(G) may have 
an interesting order structure. If G is a-compact, then each element of 
f(G) is contained in a maximal one and similarly for y<,(G). An obvious 
question is whether these maximal ideals play a role analogous to that of 
maximal modular ideals in the structure theory of Banach algebras (see [2, 
Chap. III] ). 
The intersection of all the maximal modular ideals in a Banach algebra 
is the radical of that algebra and so, in pursuing the analogy, it is of inter- 
est to determine the intersection of all the maximal elements in y(G). It is 
easily seen that each locally compact group G has a largest closed, normal, 
amenable subgroup N. By Proposition 5.5, ker T, c J, for each maximal J,, 
and so ker T, is contained in this intersection. 
6.4. Problem. Let G be a a-compact and N be the largest amenable, 
closed, normal subgroup of G. Is 
ker TN= n (J, I J,, is maximal in y(G)}? 
This question can be answered affirmatively in a couple of cases. First, 
if G is amenable, then ker T, = LA(G) which, by Theorem 1.2, is the only 
maximal element in $(G). Second, let G be IF,, the free group with gener- 
ators a and b. Then, by Example 4.4, J, and J, are maximal in f( F,). The 
proof of Theorem 3.1 in [39] shows that J, n Jh = {0}, which is ker T,. 
A similar argument solves the problem for all free groups. 
Following the notation in [2, Definition 24.111, let J,: L’(G) = 
{~‘EL’W) If*L’(GEJ,,) and call J,: L’(G) the quotient of J,. The 
quotient of J,, is a two-sided ideal in L’(G). If J, is maximal, then the 
quotient of J,! would be analogous to a primitive ideal in a Banach algebra. 
The quotients of some of the maximal J,‘s discussed in Section 4 may be 
calculated. If G is a semisimple Lie group, p is absolutely continuous, and 
J,, is maximal (see Example 4.9), then it is easily seen that J,: L’(G) = 
ker T,, where N is the centre of G, which is also the maximal amenable, 
normal subgroup of G. Also, if G is IF, = (a, b), then, by Theorem 1.3 in 
[39], L’([F,) * (6, - 6,) A J, = (0). It follows that, if f~ J,: Li(IF,), then 
f * (6,-6,)=0, which implies that f =O. Therefore J,: L’(F,)= {O}. 
These examples suggest the following 
6.5. Problem. Let J, be maximal in 2(G) and N be the maximal 
amenable normal subgroup of G. Is J,: L’(G) = ker T,? 
If the answer to Problem 6.5 is “yes,” then the analogy with the structure 
theory of Banach algebras would not be very interesting. For, let Q(G) = 
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{r~r,‘(G) ) Z=J,: L’(G) for some J, which is maximal in d(G)}. Then 
Q(G) would be analogous to the structure space of a Banach algebra. 
Problem 6.5 asks whether this possible analogue of the structure space 
always consists of just the point ker T,. 
If, however, it happens that for some, necessarily non-amenable, groups 
Q(G) may contain more than one element, then more would need to be 
known before Q(G) could be regarded as a structure space. For each 
subset, E, of Q(G) let 
E’= ZEQ(G)IZ? n 
Jf.5 
i.e., E” is the hull of the kernel of E. In order for Q(G) to be a structure 
space the map E H E” would need to be a closure operator which would 
then define the hull-kernel topology on Q(G). This map will be a closure 
operator if we can prove a result corresponding to Lemma 26.2 in [2]. 
6.6. Problem. Let E, and E, be contained in Q(G). Is (E, u EZ)” = 
E;uE,? 
Supposing that Q(G) is some sort of structure space for G, then it would 
carry information about the way in which G fails to be amenable. However, 
as we have seen, it would not distinguish between free groups and semisim- 
ple Lie groups because in both cases Q(G) consists of a single element. 
Perhaps Q(G) consists of more than one point for some non-amenable 
group which does not have a free subgroup. 
Free groups provided some examples for which the above questions 
could be answered but that is not to say that everything is known about 
the structure of y(G) when G is a free group. The following questions 
about the structure of $(E,) were raised in Section 4. 
6.7. Problem. (a) Describe the partially ordered set f(lF,), where lFk 
denotes the free group on k generators and k > 2. 
(b) Let p be a probability measure on [Fk whose support generates 
iF,. Is J, maximal in y(lF,)? 
Notes added in proof: + This is not in [27] but may appear in a future publication. * I am 
grateful to Professor V. A. Kaimanovich for pointing out that the theorem does not show that 
the boundary sometimes differs from Q,. # The answer to these .questions is “yes”. This will 
be shown in a paper. “A Choquet-Deny theorem for non-abelian groups and a decomposition 
for certain ideals in group algebras.” 
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